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**Blood pressure**

Blood Pressure (BP) is calculated as the product of stroke volume of the left ventricle of the heart, heart rate and peripheral resistance in the vessels of the body. During the contraction of the heart, systole, BP increases to its maximum i.e. the systolic blood pressure (SBP) and during relaxation of the heart, diastole, BP decreases to its minimum i.e. diastolic blood pressure (DBP).

![Figure 1. To obtain a reliable measurement of BP, the personnel who measure BP need to have adequate knowledge and skills required for accurate BP measurement and use the correct techniques. The patient should be lying on his back or sitting in a chair with the arm supported and aligned with the body in a quiet surrounding. The arm should be positioned so that the cuff is at heart level. The observer should also inquire about factors that might affect BP now: pain, tobacco or caffeine use, medication, full bladder or strenuous exercise. (Adapted with permission from Grim C. Atlas of Heart Diseases: Hypertension)](https://example.com/figure1.png)

BP can be measured invasively through intra-arterial canylation but is in clinical practice measured non-invasively by sphygmomanometric methods over the brachial artery. By this method the SBP is defined as the pressure when the first beating sound is heard over the antecubital fossa when slowly lowering the pressure inside the cuff (Korotkoff phase I). The DBP is defined as the pressure when the beating sounds disappear (Korotkoff phase V). (Figure 1)

**Definition and diagnosis of hypertension**

Levels of BP are normally distributed in the population and hypertension (HT) refers to the upper tail of this distribution. The definition of HT has changed over the last two decades. National guidelines in Sweden proposed in 1987 that HT should be referred to individuals over the age of 20 with DBP more than or equal to 90 mmHg independent of level of SBP. New international guidelines were proposed in 1999 where cut-off values for HT was agreed upon to be more than or equal to 140 mmHg SBP or more than or equal to 90 mmHg DBP. These cut-off values together with total cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk assessment have since been the golden standard for when to commence pharmacological therapy. In the latest recommendations from the Joint National Committee 7 and European Society of HT evidence is laid forth that individuals with BP surpassing 130/85 mmHg are at increased risk for CVD and should be regarded as pre-hypertensive as lowering BP below 130/85 mmHg encompasses significant benefits in terms of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.
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When evaluating a hypertensive BP recording it has to be established that the elevated BP is sustained by re-measurement of BP on at least two additional occasions with the exception of BP exceeding 180/110 mmHg on the first occasion where treatment for HT should be initiated as soon as possible. Additionally, a thorough physical examination, an evaluation of additional risk factors should be performed as risk of cardiovascular complications is highly correlated to the number of risk factors coinciding on one patient. Furthermore, even though not accounting for more than 5-10%, secondary forms of HT should be ruled out. Despite relentless efforts aimed at dissecting the etiology of primary hypertension (PHT) we still know little about what causes the chronic elevation in BP.

Epidemiology of primary hypertension

Maintaining BP is essential for the adequate perfusion of organs. HT refers to chronic elevation of BP beyond levels known to increase the risk of CVD-related morbidity and mortality and elevated BP is the greatest contributor to impaired health in the developed world (Figure 2). It has long been known that elevated BP and HT increases the risk of both stroke and myocardial infarction independent of other known risk factors. Also, there is a continuous relationship between BP and risk of incident CVD (Figure 3).

SBP increases with increasing age throughout life whereas DBP increase reaches a plateau around 50-60 years or age and even decreases somewhat after age 60. This discrepant progression of SBP and DBP makes DBP a stronger predictor of cardiovascular risk below age 50 and pulse pressure a stronger predictor from age 60. Between 50-59 years of age both SBP and DBP as well as pulse pressure are equal in predicting cardiovascular risk (Figure 4).
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The definition of HT has varied internationally as well as over time and have therefore provided an obstacle in epidemiological studies when assessing prevalence. A recent multi-center study investigating the prevalence of HT in North America and six European countries found the prevalence to be uniformly distributed in the European countries observed when using BP over 140/90 mmHg or current use of antihypertensive medication (AHT) as definition of HT. The prevalence in the age group 35-44 was 14% in North Americans and 27% in Europeans, increasing to 53% and 78% respectively, among persons aged 65-74 years (Figure 5). Ethnicity does also tend to play a part for the susceptibility of BP elevation and its associated risks as African Americans have higher and Mexican Americans lower BP and HT-related mortality than Caucasians.

The 1988-2000 NHANES study showed that the prevalence of HT is increased in males through mid life whereas prevalence in the elderly is increased in females. It has also been showed that merely 5.5% - 28.6% of those with HT in the population had a satisfying BP less than 140/90 mmHg. Furthermore do country of residence, socioeconomic status, education and psychosocial factors seem to influence the tendency of developing HT.
Etiology and pathophysiology of primary hypertension

PHT is by definition HT where the specific causes underlying the disease cannot be determined. To enable an explanation for how PHT develops it is essential to understand how BP is regulated. It is likely that several disturbances in many different pathways are needed for the pathogenesis of PHT to occur (Figure 6).

Genetics of primary hypertension and blood pressure

The normal distribution of BP in the population suggests a multifactorial etiology behind PHT. An overwhelming amount of evidence supports the presence of a substantial genetic component in BP regulation. Twin studies have showed greater concordance of BP in monozygotic (MZ) twins than dizygotic (DZ) twins. Population studies have demonstrated greater intra-family similarity of BP than between families and adoption studies have shown that the familial aggregation of BP is not simply due to shared environment. Individuals with two or more first degree relatives with HT develop HT four times as often by the age of 40, three times as often by the age of 50 and twice as often by the age of 60 compared to individuals with no family history of HT further stressing the importance of the genetic heritage especially at early age at onset of the disease. After the age of 70 the predictive value of a family history of HT is negligible. This implies that common genetic susceptibility variants also exist in normotensive subjects, although less frequently than in hypertensives. In all monogenic forms of HT described the culprit has been genes involved in the process of renal sodium reabsorption, implying that the causative mutations in the genes involved in the development of PHT are intimately related to the genes resulting in the monogenic forms, either themselves or in the signaling pathways of specific genes. The genetic background of PHT is more complex and considerably harder to dissect than monogenic HT as the number of genetic variants and their impact are unknown, resulting in a “non-Mendelian” inheritance pattern. However, feasibility of such a gargantuan task has become real due to recent development in molecular genetics, genetic statistics as well as clinical research. Even though the genetic component is substantial, finding the genetic variants responsible for BP elevation is quite cumbersome. Several pitfalls in this search can be identified. Studies of BP variation in the general population are complicated by multifactorial determination, with a variety of demographic, environmental, and genetic factors contributing to the trait in any single individual. Absence of even rough estimates of the number of genes that influence the trait and the magnitude of the effect imparted by any single locus has made optimal study design in the general population a matter of conjecture. The heritability of BP (i.e. the proportion of BP variance that can be explained by genetic factors) has been shown to be between 50 – 70 % in twin studies and around 35% in adoption studies in which shared environment is taken into consideration. Recently, Fava and colleagues found that the heritability of 24-hour ambulatory BP was ~30%.
Finding the genetic cause of primary hypertension

To identify genes predisposing for PHT one can focus on either functional candidate genes in pathways known to be involved in BP regulation or positional candidate genes located at loci identified by genome wide linkage analysis. The majority of studies performed so far have aimed at functional candidate genes comparing the prevalence of PHT or BP levels among individuals with contrasting genotypes at the candidate locus. Above all, these studies have revealed that the effect of individual variants are modest at best and findings have been very hard to replicate across study populations. It is therefore likely that each individual common variant that has been found to be associated with PHT or BP account for a very small fraction of BP variation at the population level. Several genome wide linkage analyses on BP and PHT have been published with positive results at the genome wide significance level. However, consistency of results between studies have been lacking probably due to underpowered designs and a less rigid phenotype. Pooling studies together in a meta-analysis could increase power to detect true linkage. So far, only one meta-analysis has been performed on PHT without success in identifying candidate loci for HT. However, the currently available genetic data in humans strongly reinforce the concept that regulation of extra-cellular fluid volume by the kidneys is essential in the pathogenesis of PHT as well as salt sensitivity (SS) and stress the crucial role of tubular sodium transport in this process.

Figure 6. PHT could result from the combined effects of individual major genes that have a large impact on blood pressure, blended polygenes with small individual contributions, and environmental effects operating on individuals or within families. FCHL—familial combined hyperlipidemia; FDH—familial dyslipidemic hypertension; GRA—glucocorticoid-remediable aldosteronisim. (Adapted with permission from Atlas of Heart Diseases: Hypertension)
Environmental factors for primary hypertension and blood pressure

Several environmental factors have been shown to contribute to HT even in subjects without family history of HT. Such factors are long term high sodium intake; inadequate dietary intake of potassium and calcium; excessive alcohol intake and sedentary lifestyle. Given the BP elevating effects of these environmental factors it is rational to speculate that if genetically predisposed individuals were exposed to these factors the BP elevation would be substantial. Apart from environmental factors with independent ability to cause HT several conditions or intermediate phenotypes reflect an interaction between environment and genes. Intermediate phenotypes, i.e. phenotypes that are present already before the development of HT, represent factors, which together with a series of events lead to disease providing a less heterogeneous phenotype. SS and insulin resistance (IR) are examples of important intermediate phenotypes of PHT which will be discussed below. Other common intermediate phenotypes of PHT is increased sympathetic nervous system activity; overproduction of sodium-retaining hormones and vasoconstrictors; deficiencies of vasodilators such as prostacyclin, nitric oxide and natriuretic peptides; alterations in the kallikrein-kinin system affecting vascular tone and salt handling; obesity; increased activity of vascular growth factors; endothelial dysfunction; increased oxidative stress and finally vascular remodeling. However, the heritability of intermediate phenotypes is not yet well documented and they may not always be causally related to the development of HT.

Interrelation between blood pressure and insulin resistance

It has been known for some time that certain co-morbidities have the ability to exaggerate the severity of PHT and display synergistic effects on target organ damage. Several interrelating phenotypes with PHT have been described of which the most common ones are the components of the metabolic syndrome i.e. IR with concomitant hyperinsulinemia, central obesity and dyslipidemia (Figure 7). The absence of cut-off values for the quantitative traits comprising the syndrome has obscured the advent of a clear-cut definition of the metabolic syndrome (MSDR). Adding further complexity to the problems of a definition of the MSDR comes from the fact that its components are reciprocally interrelated with incomplete knowledge of their individual contribution to the pathophysiology of the MSDR. Definitions of the syndrome have been suggested by many groups such as the WHO, the European Group for the Study of IR and the National Cholesterol Education Program. These definitions are fairly well correlated giving a prevalence of the MSDR around 25 % in the general population. It has been suggested that IR and compensatory hyperinsulinemia underlie the clustering of the metabolic disturbances and that the syndrome itself is an important risk factor for cardiovascular disease. In the clinical setting obesity and HT or dyslipidemia are most commonly seen together with type 2 diabetes (50%). Commonly, derangements in fibrinolysis, coagulation and inflammation adds to the cardiovascular risk of the MSDR.
Figure 7. Risk factors for the metabolic syndrome. There are three distinct domains of the metabolic syndrome: one related to hypertension that includes measurement of blood pressure measures and body mass index (BMI), a second related to glycemia that includes fasting and measurement of postprandial glucose and insulin, and a third related to waist/hip ratio, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), triglycerides (Trig), fasting and postprandial insulin, and BMI. (Adapted with permission from Wilson P. Atlas of Heart Diseases: Atherosclerosis)

There is a large body of experimental evidence that IR and compensatory hyperinsulinemia are increased in patients with PHT, and similar changes can be seen in first-degree relatives of patients with PHT.53,75,76 However, these studies have not been able to establish the causality of the observed link. It is likely that the elevated insulin levels cause the rise in BP as prospective studies have shown that high insulin levels, even within normal ranges, is a strong independent risk factor for developing subsequent PHT.77,78 About 50% of hypertensive subjects79,80 are insulin resistant and it should not be obscured that even though IR and hyperinsulinemia does not contribute to the etiology of PHT in some individuals it does in others, most likely due to genetic differences in bio-molecular pathways linking insulin to BP. One such pathway, involving the serum glucocorticoid regulated kinase type 1 (SGK-1) gene and the neural precursor cell expressed developmentally down regulated type 4 like (NEDD4L) gene, has recently been identified providing a link between hyperinsulinemia and over-activity of the epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) in the collecting ducts of the kidney.81 This pathway will be explained in more detail below. In a study of Mexican-Americans and non-Hispanic whites 13.8% of obese subjects (BMI > 30 kg/m²) were hypertensive compared to 6.3% among non-obese subjects. The same study showed that hyper-insulinemia as a marker of IR increases the prevalence of PHT from 6.9% in normo-insulinemic subjects to 13.4% in hyper-insulinemic subjects. In general, around 50% of type 2 diabetics display PHT,82 which is considerably higher than in non-diabetic subjects, thus clearly showing that PHT clusters among the components of the MSDR. Furthermore, it has been shown that subjects fulfilling the criteria for the MSDR83 have a greatly increased risk of cardiovascular mortality.70
Salt intake and blood pressure

Throughout evolution humans have consumed a diet consisting of less than 1 gram of salt/day, implying the evolutionary importance of the ability to retain salt. Five-thousand years ago humans started to add salt to their diet leading to, on average, a daily consumption of more than 10 grams of salt/day today. The kidney plays a pivotal role in linking salt intake to BP as supported by renal cross-transplantation in humans. In addition, several hypertensive rat strains have been shown to retain significantly more sodium compared to the normotensive Wistar-Kyoto rat further pointing at the importance of the kidney in BP regulation. Guyton described through the pressure-natriuresis curve that sodium induced volume expansion and increased BP causes the kidneys to excrete more water and salt in the urine than are entering the body, thereby decreasing the extra-cellular and blood volumes and subsequently the BP decreases. The ability of the kidney to excrete sodium, SS, is heritable as shown by the fact that normotensive first degree relatives of patients with PHT react with less sodium excretion and increase in BP upon saline infusion compared to normotensive controls. Furthermore, the ability to excrete sodium declines with increasing age in the human, probably due to a decrease in glomerular filtration rate, thus leading to increased SS in the elderly (Figure 10). Although there are many hypotheses on how salt can increase BP most of them converge on that the rise in pressure is dependent on an increase in volume, although evidence in both rat and man has been inconsistent. An alternative explanation could be that increases in plasma sodium that occurs in hypertensive subjects can elicit a rise in BP by an increase in hypothalamic sympathetic nervous system activity due to elevated concentrations of sodium in the cerebro-spinal fluid. The observation that PHT and dietary salt intake seem to co-segregate has been passionately debated for hundreds of years. Several studies have shown that HT and its co-morbidities like cerebral hemorrhage is virtually absent in societies where salt intake is very low and the opposite is true in populations where salt intake is very high. However, a clear-cut relationship between salt intake and BP in populations with moderate salt intake has been difficult to establish and has been the root of ambivalence. Figure 8 depicts the role of the kidney in sodium reabsorption.

Figure 8. Hypothetical sequence of events showing the role of sodium retention in hypertension. (Adapted with permission from Siragy H, Carey R. Atlas of Heart Diseases: Hypertension)
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The hardships of finding a link between salt intake and BP in these populations are due to both the narrower range of salt intake and substantial day-to-day within-individual variation in urinary salt excretion due to differing daily salt intakes leading to error prone estimations of salt excretion. The necessity of multiple 24-hour urine collections to overcome this problem can sometimes be impractical and only a few studies have verified the phenotype by this measure. Both the INTERSALT study and the CARDIAC study showed that levels of 24-hour sodium excretion was associated with BP.

Studies on moderate salt restriction have shown that lowering salt intake from around 10 g/day to 5 g/day during 4 weeks effectively lowers BP in both hypertensive as well as normotensive subjects. Evidence that the BP elevating effects of sodium intake is not due to ethnicity has come from migration studies showing that BP rises in individuals from low salt-eating countries when turned to a more salt rich diet. The DASH trial investigated the effect of salt intake as well as the effect of a diet rich in vegetables, fruits and low-fat dairy products known to lower BP. When lowering salt intake from 9 to 3 grams per day BP dropped significant independent of ethnicity, being on the DASH or habitual diet or being hypertensive or normotensive (Figure 9). Several primary preventive programs, stressing the deleterious effects of excessive salt intake, have shown that lowering salt consumption decreases the incidence of HT and CVD mortality.

Definition of salt sensitivity

SS has historically been regarded as an individual’s response to an acute sodium load. Salt sensitive individuals respond to such treatment with an abrupt increase in BP whereas salt resistant individuals respond with a minute change in BP. In practice SS is measured by either the “the acute SS test” developed by Weinberger et al which is performed over 48 hours or “the chronic SS test” developed by Sharma et al performed over the course of 12-14 days. Both test the degree of BP change in response to salt load. The two methods are correlated with each other.

According to the protocol put forth by Weinberger and colleagues, 51% of all hypertensives and 26% of all normotensive are considered salt sensitive. An attractive alternative to the exhaustive tests mentioned above would be to measure...
biochemical markers predicting the level of SS.

![Figure 10. Averages for urinary sodium excretion (adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, and alcohol consumption) and blood pressure rise with age are shown. Each point represents one center. Derived from the regression line (0.0034 ± 0.00006 mm Hg/mmol Na⁺) the magnitude of the effect of urinary sodium excretion shows that by reducing sodium intake by 100 mmol/d the rise in systolic blood pressure is reduced by 3.4 mm Hg for a period of 10 years. (Adapted with permission from British Medical Journal (1988;297: 319-328))](image)

Markers for predicting salt sensitivity

Given the difficulties of determining SS in large populations the idea of being able to measure levels of biochemical markers that predict SS in blood or plasma is appealing. Perhaps the most intriguing potential marker of SS is the atrial-natriuretic peptide (ANP) that have been shown to induce a natriuretic effect associated with a decrease in BP. ANP is produced mainly by cardiomycocytes in the atria of the heart in response to wall stress associated with volume expansion. Furthermore, ANP is also produced locally in the kidney where they act in a paracrine fashion to elicit natriuresis. The effects of this peptide seems to be mediated primarily through guanyl-cyclase coupled receptors although several other unidentified receptors seem to be involved. ANP knock-out mice have been shown to have increased BP and become hypertensive when put on an intermediate salt diet thereby implicating a role for the ANP protein in the regulation of sodium balance. Melander et al found that levels of N-terminal ANP was strongly correlated to salt induced change in BP in subjects going from extremely low levels of salt in their diet (10 mmol/day) to very high levels (240 mmol/day). Taken together, these findings suggest that levels of ANP could be a candidate biomarker for SS. It is well established that increased salt intake suppresses the activity of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) and consequently a corresponding reduction in salt intake will cause a similar increase in RAAS activity. It has been shown that plasma renin activity could act as a biomarker for SS when measured under short-term extreme salt restriction (going from 240 to 10 mmol/day). The elevation of BP upon oral salt load could be caused by substances that inhibit the Na⁺-K⁺-ATP-ase, leading to inhibition of the Na-Ca exchanger in vascular smooth muscle. Marinobufagenin and ouabain have been proposed to be responsible for this inhibition and could therefore be markers for SS. The gastrointestinal mucosa synthesizes a peptide, uroguanylin, that when knocked out impair excretion of sodium when put on a high oral salt load thus providing an explanation to why BP increases more when salt is ingested orally compared to when infused as saline.
Genetics of complex diseases in general

Strategies for identifying the genetic component of complex diseases

Finding the underlying genetics for rare monogenic diseases has provided valuable insight into fundamental biological processes. In contrast, the genes giving rise to complex diseases, such as PHT, which contribute to the overwhelming majority of HT related morbidity and mortality in the population, can be expected to be more plentiful but each with a substantially lesser individual impact on BP and development of CVD. The small contribution of each genetic anomaly and the fact that it is likely to be common and present in both affected and unaffected individuals mediates a very modest risk increase at the individual level. These plentiful genetic variants are likely to interact in complex fashions representing a major obstacle in unraveling the genetic background of complex disorders. Also, the same phenotype may arise as a result of abnormalities in any one of a combination of several genes giving rise to genetic heterogeneity and heavy environmental exposures alone can in certain instances produce the same phenotype, thus giving rise to phenocopies. Incomplete penetrance obscures the predictive value of genetic variants and carrying a risk variant might increase the overall risk but may heavily depend on gene-gene and gene-environment interactions. Apart from genetic considerations, clinical classification of complex diseases and ascertainment of families for genetic studies does also often represent major obstacles. A final consideration of studying complex disorders is the eventuality of ethnic heterogeneity giving rise to the possibility of genetic variants being differentially important in different populations. The above-mentioned considerations highlight the importance of correct study design.

The importance of the phenotype

The onset of PHT is relatively late and of varying severity. The genetic contribution to disease is greater at an earlier age at onset of disease. Due to phenotypic heterogeneity within HT it is necessary to restrict the phenotype by rigid definitions. Studying subjects with an early onset of disease will minimize the numbers of phenocopies as these increase with increasing time of environmental exposure. Life-style factors or co-morbidities like diabetes, especially with microalbuminuria, could lead to HT by alternate routes. Thus, the “cleaner” the phenotype, the greater the probability of finding true associations. An advantage of studying diagnosed hypertensive subjects is that HT, if diagnosed according to established guidelines, is normally a very reliable phenotype as opposed to HT defined by “epidemiological” criteria.

The candidate gene approach

Association studies of candidate genes compare frequencies of alleles or genotypes of particular variants between cases and controls and can be divided into 2 categories: functional and positional candidate gene studies. The functional candidate gene approach has historically been the most commonly applied strategy for discovering genes involved in the development of disease and has identified many of the genes that are known to contribute to susceptibility to common disease. Here, a gene is selected on the basis of known biological function and screened for variants, which are then tested in a case-control material or a population for association with the disease thereby requiring the correct prediction of the identity of the gene based on a biological hypothesis. Candidate genes can also be selected based on position in the genome. This approach aims at applying linkage
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without any á priory hypothesis and then investigating obvious candidate genes within the region of linkage or applying a LD-based approach to pinpoint the location of the susceptibility gene. Common for both approaches is that if association is found, conclusions are drawn that the variant itself or a variant in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with it contributes to the phenotype. This conclusion could be erroneous due to type I errors or population stratification. Population stratification can be avoided by using family based materials, e.g. parent – offspring trios in a transmission equilibrium test (TDT) or by investigating representative population based materials (Figure 11). The TDT investigates whether one variant from heterozygous parents is overtransmitted to affected offspring and thus provides information on both association and linkage. A problem of the TDT derives from the difficulties of collecting large numbers of informative trios required for detecting small genetic effects in late onset diseases like HT were many of the parents of affected subjects have passed away. A limitation of candidate gene studies is that they will only identify a part of the genetic risk factors for diseases in which the pathophysiology is relatively well understood and even less when the pathophysiology is unknown.

The linkage approach

During meiosis alleles on different chromosomes (chr) are distributed randomly to gametes due to independent segregation i.e. they are unlinked. However, the relationship of alleles on the same chr will be determined by recombination which is highly affected by physical distance between alleles making alleles in close proximity more likely to co-segregate i.e. being linked. During meiosis, 30–40 recombinations occur thus dramatically increasing the genetic diversity of the organism (Figure 12).

Figure 11. Different design strategies for finding genes of relevance for complex disorders.

Figure 12. Schematic of recombinatory events during meiosis. (Adapted with permission from Atlas of Hypertension: Genetics)
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with the segregation of the disease in families thereby providing a likelihood of chromosomal regions harboring susceptibility loci. Linkage strategies have traditionally been applied to monogenic diseases with Mendelian inheritance patterns, characterized by low population frequency of disease causing mutations, high penetrance, low numbers of phenocopies and little genetic heterogeneity. However, it can also be used in unraveling the genetics behind complex diseases although requiring larger numbers of small nuclear families because the statistical model does not recognize phenocopies, incomplete penetrance, genetic heterogeneity or high frequency of the disease causing mutation. Linkage strategies have traditionally been applied to monogenic diseases with Mendelian inheritance patterns, characterized by low population frequency of disease causing mutations, high penetrance, low numbers of phenocopies and little genetic heterogeneity. However, it can also be used in unraveling the genetics behind complex diseases although requiring larger numbers of small nuclear families because the statistical model does not recognize phenocopies, incomplete penetrance, genetic heterogeneity or high frequency of the disease causing mutation.140,152 Also, uncertain inheritance patterns of complex diseases warrants application of “non-parametric” model-free statistical methods.29 Incomplete penetrance does not affect the model as un-affected family members are left out of the analysis. The small to modest effect of genetic variants on complex diseases limits the power of the linkage analysis. Linkage analysis of continuous variables such as BP investigates whether sib-pairs discordant for the marker displays greater phenotypic difference than sib-pairs that are concordant for the marker.153 Linkage studies can be performed at the genome wide level by dispersing markers across the genome. A limitation of this strategy is that multiple markers are tested without any á priory hypothesis of where in the genome disease susceptibility genes are located thereby possibly giving rise to a number of false positive results requiring stricter than ordinary significance levels.150 As complex diseases is determined by the sum of, and/or interactions between, multiple genetic and environmental factors,154 any individual genetic variant will have a relatively small effect on disease risk and will be difficult to identify by a linkage approach due to the poor power of linkage analysis to detect common alleles with low penetrance. It is therefore very important to study subjects having a higher genetic contribution to their disease such as subjects with early onset HT. Applying linkage at the genome wide level on complex traits is likely to generate an approximation of the position (10-30 cM) of the susceptibility gene. Keeping in mind that 20 cM equals about 20 million base pairs and contains around 60000 common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP’s). However, tremendous variation in coding sequences and number of SNP’s exists between different chromosomal regions. Finding a causal variant is therefore a monumental task. Addition of more markers in a second step will refine the resolution of the marker map and improve the localization of the linkage peak. Genes known to be involved in the etiology of the disease studied are then selected for further scrutiny from the region indicated by the refined linkage peak. For common complex diseases, linkage analysis has achieved only limited success156 due to the relatively low heritability of most common diseases, lack of standardized sets of markers to be used across studies157,158, diffuse definition of the phenotype159 and inadequate power of the studies.160 Pooling together results from several linkage studies on the same phenotype in a meta-analysis could partially circumvent these problems. The genome-search meta-analysis method (GSMA)161,162 is a powerful statistical tool for identifying regions producing weak but consistent linkage signals in multiple genome scans. The GSMA incorporates the logarithm of the odds (LOD) score for each marker used in each individual scan participating in the analysis. The results are placed into bins stretching 30 cM thus giving an opportunity to discover concordance between scans. Each study is weighted for sample size as reliability of linkage analysis is much dependant on power. The limitations of the GSMA are the issue of multiple testing and that markers and their distribution can differ
between studies, thus introducing analytical bias. The GSMA method provides estimation to the location of the susceptibility gene (> 10 cM) still requiring extensive candidate gene studies to find the causal gene.

**Linkage disequilibrium**

The understanding of the structure of linkage disequilibrium (LD) across the genome is imperative in unraveling the genetics of complex traits as it is used to track down variation that has produced a linkage signal as well as in association studies in which disease variants can be detected through the presence of association at nearby sites. LD refers to the fact that alleles at nearby sites co-occur on the same haplotype more often than is expected by chance. The main difference between LD and linkage is that linkage investigates the segregation of loci within families and LD analysis investigates the frequency patterns of alleles within populations. LD is created by either natural selection, “bottleneck” events that modify the genetic composition of the population, genetic admixture or genetic drift and can therefore also be used to investigate the evolutionary history of humans. However, LD is constantly destroyed by recombination and de novo mutations throughout generations. Also, the pattern of LD is quite unpredictable as markers many kilobases apart may be in complete LD whereas nearby markers may not. The extent of LD vary between genomic regions, a fact that can be explained by differing recombination rates and population specific factors such as population history and structure since LD differs significantly between African and non-African populations. The structure of LD can be described by using carefully selected markers designated into discrete haplotype or LD-blocks which are separated by regions of numerous recombination events. The size of any individual block varies depending on the frequency of recombinatory events at those specific loci. However, the typical block averages 5-20 kb but is highly dependant on the resolution of the marker map used. Similar to linkage, the probability of LD is strongly influenced by the physical proximity between alleles since disruptive recombination events will thus have been limited and can be used in the localization of disease susceptibility genes. However, regions of LD are often small (tens of kilobases) compared to regions of linkage (usually megabases) providing a much more precise localization of the disease gene.

**The genome-wide association approach**

The genome-wide association approach (GWAA) is the association study equivalent of genome wide linkage studies, surveying the entire genome for genetic susceptibility variants without any á priori hypothesis of where the variants may be. Due to cost and laboriousness this approach has until recently been unfeasible. Large-scale genotyping is now reaching below 0.01US$ per genotype making the GWAA feasible. GWAA requires knowledge of common genetic variants and the ability to perform extensive genotyping in large sets of patients. Nearly 11 million SNPs with a frequency larger than 1 % have been identified. The objective of the HapMap project is to determine the pattern of LD across the genome which is crucial for the selection of markers for GWA studies. Many obstacles must be overcome before GWA studies become reality. Genotyping all SNP’s in the genome is not feasible, however, since genotypes that are in close physical proximity are usually in LD it is theoretically possible to investigate the entire genome utilizing a much smaller set of markers with only a modest loss of power. Tag SNP’s have the ability to act as surrogates for other SNP’s and can be obtained by using the statistical program
Present speculations indicate that between 300,000 to 500,000 carefully selected SNP’s is adequate to provide information about most of the common variations in the genome even in regions showing low LD. The statistical tools for handling the copious amounts of data generated and tests for correction for multiple comparisons are currently being developed. The limitations of the GWAA is the likelihood of producing large amount of false positives or false negative findings as well as risking to miss detection of rare variants that could be important for development of disease as only common variants are selected. Replication of GWAA results across studies will therefore be warranted. Also, the GWAA is sensitive to population history, evolutionary selection, disease architecture and mutation rates. Recently, studies have shown promising results of LD mapping of complex traits within large genomic regions thus offering great promise to test common genetic variation across the entire genome in common disease and complex traits.
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One gene or many genes?

Historically it has been debated whether HT is the product of the derangement of one gene or many. Under the impression that HT seem to follow the Mendelian laws of inheritance after studying multiple generations Platt proposed that HT was a monogenic disorder in the middle of the 20th century. However, the concept of HT was later revised by Pickering who argued that HT merely represented the upper distribution of the BP distribution in the population and as such was more of a quantitative trait than qualitative. This description of HT allows for the possibility that common variants in several genes can increase the likelihood of developing HT and is further substantiated by the normal distribution of BP in the population. Recent studies support the argument that common diseases such as primary HT are the product of common variation (frequency > 1%) in many different genes. Since most of the sequence differences between any two chromosomes are accounted for by common variants it is plausible that common variants might contribute to common diseases in which susceptibility alleles might not be under intense negative selection. Several common variants have been shown to contribute to common disease, most of which increase the risk of disease by two-fold or less when examined in large populations adding further to the demands on study size and design.

Insights from Animal Models

The study of hypertensive animals has provided understanding of long-term regulation of BP. Quantitative trait linkage analysis in inbred animals have identified numerous loci potentially harboring susceptibility genes for PHT that could be transferred to the genetic map of humans. Genetic knock-out or knock-in mice have added to the knowledge of BP control. Knocking out the α2B-AR in mice produces a salt sensitive hypertensive phenotype making this gene a suitable candidate gene for human PHT. Furthermore, mice lacking the SGK-1 are unable to decrease sodium excretion when fed a low salt diet making it plausible that a gain of function mutation in this gene could precipitate a blood pressure elevation. However, far from all gene alterations produce BP change indicating that other physiologic systems compensate for alterations in gene function. Interestingly, manipulation of genes involved in renal sodium handling is commonly accompanied by hyper- or hypotension.

Monogenic blood pressure regulation

Seventeen genes have so far been found causing monogenic forms of hyper- or hypotension in humans, 8 of which cause HT. Generally, the phenotype is dramatic as the gene mutated affects BP substantially, as opposed to the small effects of genetic variants in PHT. A common feature in monogenic HT is that the genes mutated all are involved in renal sodium reabsorption (Figure 13). It can be speculated that genes involved in monogenic forms of HT might harbor variants of importance in the development of PHT.
Liddle’s syndrome

Liddle’s syndrome is a rare autosomal dominant disorder with variable penetrance, characterized by HT, sodium retention, hypokalemia and low plasma renin activity. Aldosterone levels are undetectable and treatment with mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) antagonists is without effect. However, amiloride, which blocks sodium reabsorption and potassium excretion by MR-independent mechanisms, ameliorate the syndrome. Liddle’s syndrome results from constitutive activation of ENaC in the collecting ducts of the nephron causing excess sodium reabsorption. ENaC consists of three subunits and is normally regulated by aldosterone. The mutations causing Liddle’s syndrome have been localized to the genes of the β- and γ-subunit of ENaC resulting in changes in the amino acid sequence of a significant portion of a proline rich segment of the C-terminal part of either the β- or γ-subunit called the PY-motif which is essential for its interaction with down-regulatory proteins (Figure 14). The half-life of ENaC is prolonged resulting in increased channel density.

Figure 13. All mutations and polymorphisms giving rise to monogenic forms of blood pressure alterations in humans are in genes involved directly or indirectly in the control of renal sodium reabsorption. ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone; ENaC, epithelial sodium channel; Na, sodium. (Reproduced with permission from Seminars of Nephrology (2001;21(2):81-93)
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Figure 14. The mutations in the beta and gamma subunit of the ENaC responsible for Liddle’s syndrome are thought to impair removal of active channels from apical cell membranes, resulting in excessive renal sodium and water reabsorption, and ultimately in hypertension. These mutations keep the gate open, and thus increase sodium current as the ENaC cannot be down regulate by NEDD4L. (Adapted with permission from Weder A. Atlas of Heart Diseases: Hypertension.)

Pseudohypoaldosteronism

There are two types of pseudohypoaldosteronism (PHA). Type 1 (PHA-1) is the clinical inverse of Liddle’s syndrome caused by homozygous loss-of-function mutations in any one of the ENaC subunits (Figure 15). It is characterized by hypotension, renal salt wasting and hyperkalemic metabolic acidosis, despite raised renin and aldosterone levels. Both autosomal recessive and dominant inheritance patterns have been described both presenting in the first weeks of life. The recessive form of PHA-1 presents the most severe symptoms with sodium wasting from the colon, the sweat and salivary glands as well as the kidney causing recurrent life-threatening episodes of salt wasting and hyperkalemia, requiring lifelong sodium supplementation and treatment with potassium-binding resins. Outcome for these patients are often very poor with even minor illness bringing rapid deterioration with hypotension and hyperkalemia, requiring lifelong sodium supplementation and treatment with potassium-binding resins. Outcome for these patients are often very poor with even minor illness bringing rapid deterioration with hypotension and hyperkalemia, requiring further acceleration of clinical decline. In the dominant form of PHA-1, caused by heterozygous mutations in the MR gene, sodium wasting is limited to the kidney. These patients often have a much milder course, responding well to salt supplementation.

Figure 15. Genetic mutations responsible for PHA I occur in the alpha and beta subunits of the ENaC. Mutations in the amino terminal or extracellular loop of either subunit disrupt the integrity of the sodium channel, resulting in loss of channel activity. Sodium reabsorption fail and volume depletion and activation of the RAAS ensues together with hyperkalemia and metabolic acidosis. Interestingly, when mutations occur in the carboxyl terminal, ENaC activity is increased and Liddle’s syndrome is observed. (Adapted with permission from Osorio F, Linas S. Atlas of Diseases of the Kidney: Disorders of Water, Electrolytes, and Acid-Base)
**Renin-angiotensin-aldosteron system**

Renin was discovered more than a century ago subsequently followed by discovery of the RAAS, which has shown to be remarkably complex, both from a biochemical point of view as well as from evolutionary aspects. The RAAS has very diverse physiological and pathophysiological involvements and hence important therapeutic implications. To describe the RAAS briefly, renin digests its substrate angiotensinogen, thus producing angiotensin I. Angiotensin I is digested by angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) to form the main active component of the system, angiotensin II. A substantial proportion of circulating renin is in an inactive form, prorenin. The proportions of active renin and prorenin vary in different circumstances and diseases. The main sources of renin and angiotensinogen are respectively the renal cortical juxtaglomerular cells and the liver. Figure 16 depicts the signaling pathway of the RAAS.

![Figure 16. The circulating RAAS plays a role in body fluid regulation, electrolyte homeostasis, and BP control. (Adapted with permission from Siragy H, Carey R. Atlas of Heart Diseases: Hypertension)](image)
Candidate integrators of insulin and aldosterone on Na⁺ transport

IR seems to influence the level of BP partly via elevated insulin levels associated with IR. Recently, a novel biological signaling pathway for insulin has been discovered, connecting the sodium retentive features of aldosterone signaling to insulin signaling in the collecting ducts of the kidney. Aldosterone is the main regulator of Na⁺ transport in the collecting duct of the kidney. However, insulin has also been shown to stimulate reabsorption. Thus, this may at least partly, explain the BP elevation associated with hyperinsulinemia. A serine/threonine kinase, SGK-1, has been identified as a mediator of aldosterone action in the colon and distal nephron. The activated MR increases SGK-1 gene transcription and SGK-1, in turn, strongly stimulates the activity of the ENaC via indirect actions. Interestingly, insulin appears to stimulate SGK-1 activity through the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase signaling pathway. Hence, SGK-1 could integrate the effects of insulin and aldosterone on Na⁺ transport and thereby play a key role in volume homeostasis and it could be speculated that polymorphisms in the SGK-1 gene might be implicated in several medical conditions such as the MSDR, PHT and congestive heart failure. Furthermore, SGK-1 acts as a negative regulator of the ubiquitin ligase NEDD4L. NEDD4L was originally identified in the mouse brain. Although its function in neural development remains uncertain, it has been shown to act as an interacting protein for the C-terminal tail of the ENaC-β subunit. NEDD4L harbors a tryptophane-rich region (WW domain), which stably interacts with a proline- and tyrosine rich amino stretch on ENaC termed the ‘PY’ motif. Following NEDD4L-dependent ubiquitination, channel proteins are removed from the plasma membrane and degraded. Liddle’s syndrome results from ENaC mutations that disrupt the PY motif and inhibit NEDD4L ubiquitination of ENaC. The signaling cascade elicited by insulin and aldosterone is shown in figure 17.

Figure 17. Representation of an aldosterone/insulin responsive epithelial cell. (Adapted with permission from American Heart Association (Hypertension. 2005;46:1227-1235))
One previous study has investigated and found an effect of genetic SGK-1 variants on BP. Two studies have found positive association between genetic variations in the NEDD4L gene and BP phenotypes. A polymorphism in exon 1 of NEDD4L, leading to the deletion of a C2 domain crucial for Ca2+ dependant intracellular localization, have been under intense scrutiny as deletion of this domain leads to a substantial gain of function of the NEDD4L protein in removing ENaC from the luminal membrane. Furthermore, the locus on chr 18 harboring the NEDD4L gene has been implicated in several linkage studies for various BP phenotypes making the NEDD4L gene a highly interesting positional candidate gene for PHT.

The sympathetic nervous system

The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) is central in cardiovascular medicine. The importance of the sympathetic activation in progression of heart failure and renal insufficiency and mortality is well established and in PHT evidence has accumulated that sympathetic over-activity is a key factor for pathology to occur. SNS mediates primarily acute changes in BP through increases in arterial and venous vasoconstriction and cardiac output but does also contribute importantly to long-term BP regulation through renal vasoconstriction, sodium retention via Na+/K+ ATPase inhibition, thickening of blood vessel walls with subsequent increased vascular resistance (Figure 18). General SNS overactivity promotes, not only BP increase, but also development and progression of HT-related cardiovascular and metabolic complications, such as left ventricular hypertrophy, vascular hypertrophy, endothelial dysfunction, cardiac rhythm disturbances and IR. The detrimental effects of SNS over activity make the genes partaking in SNS signaling attractive candidate genes for explaining human PHT. Polymorphisms in adrenergic receptors have been the issue of great interest for determining the genetic etiology of PHT and BP elevation.

Figure 18. Neural and sympathetic influences on blood pressure regulation. (Adapted with permission form Navar L, Hamm L. Atlas of Diseases of the Kidney: Hypertension and the Kidney)
The adrenergic receptors

The adrenergic receptors (ARs) are divided into 2 principal types: α and β. At present, 10 subtypes of ARs have been discovered, namely the α1A,B,C,D, α2A,B,C and β1,2,3. All are 7-transmembrane receptors containing amino acids in the carboxy terminus susceptible to phosphorylation and desensitization and all bind to heterotrimeric G-proteins acting as second messengers. The different ARs have differing affinity for epinephrine and norepinephrine as well as eliciting different responses upon stimulation depending on which type of G-protein it preferentially binds, resulting in a broad range of physiological responses upon agonist binding.²¹⁷ The β1-AR is preferentially expressed in the myocardium stimulating inotropy and chronotropy, in adipose tissue stimulating lipolysis and in the kidney stimulating renin release whereas the β2-AR relaxes smooth muscle and is located in bronchi, blood vessels, uterus, gut and bladder.²¹⁸ Genetic variants in both the β1-AR²¹⁹-²²² and the β2-AR²²³-²²⁵ have been associated with response to AHT, myocardial infarction, PHT and BP elevation.

Figure 19. Description of sympathetic nervous system signaling. DOPAC—dihydroxyphenylaceticacid; DHPG—3,4-dihydroxyphenylglycol; MAO—monoamine oxidase. (Adapted with permission from Raja S. Atlas of Anesthesia: Pain Management)
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The α-adrenergic receptors

α1-adrenergic receptors (α1-ARs) are postsynaptic receptors expressed in smooth muscle, heart, vas deferens, prostate and the brain involved in the contraction and relaxation of vessels and smooth muscle. α1-ARs also exert inotropic effects on the myocardium although less than the β-1 receptor. When administering the α1-AR antagonist doxazosin to hypertensive patients BP decreases, firmly establishing the importance of α1-ARs in PHT. However, no study has been able to demonstrate a statistically significant association between genetic variations in any of the four α1-ARs and cardiovascular disease or BP levels.226

The α2-ARs on the other hand are principally located presynaptically in postganglionic nerve terminals. The α2A-AR and α2C-AR act via negative feedback and when stimulated inhibit further norepinephrine release thus reducing sympathetic outflow from the central nervous system (Figure 19). When blocked with clonidine sympathetic outflow is increased and peripheral vasoconstriction occurs. The α2B-AR has the direct opposite effect from the α2A-AR and α2C-AR. A fraction of α2B-ARs are located postsynaptically in the peripheral nervous system mediating vasoconstriction. However, this effect is counterbalanced by the vasodilatory effect of the centrally located receptors.227 Several studies have found that a deletion of 3 glutamic acid residues in the α2B-AR, that increases the function of the receptor, is associated with several cardiovascular anomalies including PHT and reduced agonist induced desensitization.228,229

Polymerase chain reaction

The development of the PCR technique has in many ways revolutionized molecular biology. It allows selective amplification of tiny amounts of DNA by more than a millionfold via exponential replication of double-stranded DNA. A PCR consists of cycles of three steps: denaturing, annealing, and extension. The starting material is double-stranded DNA which is heated to 94°C, resulting in separation of the strands. Two primers, each complementary to one of the two strands, a few hundred nucleotides apart, are present in the reaction. During annealing, the temperature is decreased and these primers anneal to the now single-stranded DNA. During extension, the temperature is taken to 72°C, the optimum temperature for the DNA polymerase, which extends the primers, assembling a second strand on each single-stranded DNA molecule resulting in a doubling of the total amount of DNA in the area flanked by the primers. The whole process is then repeated and after 22 cycles a single strand of DNA is amplified 1 millionfold. This number is particularly impressive considering that each cycle takes less than 2 minutes (Figure 20).
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Present study

Aims

The aims of this thesis were:

• To localize genetic susceptibility loci for early onset PHT by genome wide linkage analysis. (Study I)
• To localize regions of the genome harboring susceptibility loci for PHT and BP variation across multiple studies applying a genome search meta-analysis method. (Study II)
• To test if genetic variation of the α2B-AR, a positional candidate gene in study I and II, affects the risk of early onset PHT and PHT at the population level. (Study III)
• To investigate if variants in the SGK-1 and NEDD4L genes influence BP levels, BP change over time and the insulin-BP correlation. (Study IV and V)
• To test if moderate salt restriction lowers BP and if SS can be predicted by measuring levels of N-terminal atrial natriuretic peptide or renin. (Study VI)

Methods

Study I

Study subjects and phenotyping

This study population was composed of subjects from southern Sweden and southern Finland. Six different health care centers in Sweden and Finland were involved in the collection of subjects. Hypertensive probands were identified from health care files and invited to a re-investigation and included according to the following criteria: (i) age at diagnosis of PHT (at least three consecutive BP measurements of >160 mmHg SBP and/or >90 mmHg DBP on different occasions) ≥ 50 years; (ii) initiation of chronic AHT at age ≥ 50 years; and (iii) the proband should have at least one affected sibling fulfilling criteria (i) and (ii). Altogether, 243 affected patients from 91 families (91 sibships with a mean of 2.7 and a range of 2–6 affected members per sib-ship) were ascertained. Criteria (i) and (ii) comprised the definition of early onset HT (EOHT). Genotype information of both parents was available for 8 sib-ships; for 38 sib-ships, genotype information was available in one parent. The remaining 45 sib-ships lacked parental genotype information. To enable estimation of parental genotypes and determination of identity of descent of genotypes an additional 129 unaffected siblings, contacted through the probands, were genotyped. Eight-point-six percent of all 243 patients had type 2 diabetes. Given that subjects with PHT often are insulin resistant or have type 2 diabetes we allowed type 2 diabetics to take part in the study provided that they were normoalbuminuric and had normal serum creatinine values. Patients showing any of the following signs were investigated for secondary forms of HT and subsequent exclusion: elevated serum creatinine, hypokalemia, albuminuria, hematuria, inability to control BP with ≥2 antihypertensive agents and symptoms of pheochromocytoma. Heavy drinkers were excluded from the study by self-reported consumption >70 cl of 40% liquor per week or elevated serum aminotransferases. BP was measured three times in the supine position by trained nurses after 10 minutes rest by a mercury sphygmomanometric method with the arm positioned at the level of the heart. The mean of the three readings was used to determine BP. BMI was calculated as the ratio of the weight in kilograms to the square of the height in meters. The age at onset of PHT was 40.0±7.7 years (mean ± SD), age at the time of the study was 57.9±10.1 years and BMI was 27.4±4.4 kg/m². SBP measured at the study examination was 153±21 mmHg and DBP was 90±11 mmHg and represent “on
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treatment” values as all affected patients were on chronic AHT.
Serum and urinary electrolytes, blood glucose and serum creatinine were measured by standard biochemical methods at the Department of Clinical Chemistry, Malmö University Hospital. Microalbuminuria was measured by the MICRAL test.23

Genotyping
Genomic DNA was prepared from whole blood and amplified via PCR. Markers had to have an average heterozygosity index of at least 0.75 to be chosen for genotyping. Indices and marker position were obtained from Marshfield Center for Medical Genetics (http://www2.marshfieldclinic.org/RESEARCHGENETICS/Map_Markers/maps/IndexMapFrames.html). Mean sex average distances between juxtapose markers were 10 cm in the initial scan and 4.6 cm in fine-mapped regions. For detection, PCR-primers were labeled with either a yellow, green or blue fluorescent dye (DNA Technologies, Denmark and ABI kit, Applied Biosystems, USA) allowing allelic discrimination for same-size fragments. PCR mix preparations were conducted via automated pipetting stations and overlaid with mineral oil after which PCR was performed. Each PCR product was pooled with others from the same individual allowing for detection of multiple fragments in the same subject. Pooled mixes were then loaded onto a denaturing polyacrylamide gel and fragments separated via electrophoreses. Detection of the fluorescent products was performed using an ABI 377 sequencer (Perkin Elmer) and data was processed via the software Genescan/Genotyper (Perkin Elmer). Each run was read by two independent investigators and discrepancies in allele calling was subject to extended scrutiny and re-running the fragment in question for the entire family. Data was subsequently checked for errors of Mendelian segregation using the Pedmanager software. Individuals showing evidence of errors of Mendelian segregation by miss match in identical by descent status were excluded from the study. Candidate genes were located through NCBI Entrez Genome.

Statistics
Evidence of linkage was assessed with a non-parametric method using GENEHUNTER software version 2.0.29 Complete multipoint analysis of the statistical significance of allele sharing identical by descent among all affected sib-pairs at each location in the genome was performed. The contribution of each sib-pair was weighted to compensate for the difference in the size of the sib-ships. The strength of the linkage was expressed as LOD score and P-value. If parental genotypes were not available they were estimated from offspring using GENEHUNTER v 2.0.29 Marker allele frequencies used in the analysis were those of the founders of the families in the study.29 If the founder genotypes were not available, allele frequencies were estimated from allele frequencies of their offspring using PEDMANAGER (Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, MIT, Cambridge, MA). Allele frequencies did not differ from that of a control material consisting of 1200 Finns (data obtained from the Finnish Genome Center). Full-sib status of all siblings was confirmed using the computer program RELATIVE.23 The marker map used in the present study was more sparse and lacked total informativeness compared to the marker map upon which Lander & Kruglyak based their estimations for thresholds for genome wide significance.232 Therefore, to establish appropriate thresholds for genome wide suggestive and significant linkage for our particular set of data, 1000 simulations were performed by generation of artificial genotypes in our particular set of families [GENSIM software (M. J.
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Daly, unpublished data). According to this simulation a LOD score of 2.7 corresponds to a genome wide significant linkage result and 1.7 to genome wide suggestive linkage.

Study II

Study subjects

At the time of the initiation of this study 11 published studies fulfilled the criteria for inclusion. Only genome wide linkage scans in Caucasian population for the study of PHT or BP were included in an attempt to decrease the genetic and environmental heterogeneity with the exclusion of subjects originating from genetic isolates. In studies where other ethnicities had been included results for Caucasians were dissected out and incorporated into the meta-analysis.159,233-240 Genome wide scans investigating PHT were only included if the phenotype was early age at onset HT (<60 years of age) in order to ensure a significant genetic component. Nine out of 11 eligible studies agreed to participate.159,233-240 Of these, 5 studies were BP scans159,233,237-239 and four HT scans.234-236,240 Two HT scans had maximal age at onset <50 years of age235,240 while the other 2 relied on an age at onset < 60 years of age.234,236

Statistics

The autosomes were divided into 120 bins with an average width of 29.1 cM according to the Marshfield map. Markers and marker maps differed between studies and were adjusted to the Marshfield map by way of transforming each marker location into Marshfield map locations on the basis of the first and last genotyped marker of the chr.241 This transformation was applied to all studies except two297,298, in which a physical map had been used. These maps were divided into bins with the help of the KTL cartographer (http://www.bioinfo.helsinki.fi/cartographe

r/) and the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway).

Bins were ranked within each study, giving the bin with the highest LOD score the best within study rank (R\text{study}) value. A weighting factor, defined as the square root of the number of affected/included subjects, was also introduced to adjust for differences in size between studies. The weighting factor was divided by the average value of the studies, giving a mean weight of 1.0 giving a range between 0.5 and 1.7 indicating that the largest study contributed 3 times more to the results than did the smallest study. In both the weighted and unweighted analyses, the R\text{study} values were summed and a point-wise P-value for each bin was calculated. Point-wise P-values were determined from the theoretical distribution of the GSMA in the unweighted analysis162 and by simulation of the observed ranks for the weighted analysis.161 Point-wise P-value of P<0.0004 was defined as genome-wide significant and P<0.008 as genome-wide suggestive evidence of linkage taking into account corrections for multiple comparisons. Correlations between the summed ranks of the analysis of HT and those of diastolic and SBP, respectively, were calculated using Kendall/Spearman non-parametric rank correlation coefficients.

Study III

Study subjects

The material was derived from two collections of individuals from Skara in southwest Sweden. The material has been described in detail previously.242 In brief, all known patients with PHT or type 2 diabetes in Skara were surveyed, including blood sampling for DNA, between 1992-3. A corresponding survey was performed on an age-stratified sample of the Skara population aged 40 years or older between the years 1993-4. Patients suffering from
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PHT and type 2 diabetes with signs of incipient or overt diabetic nephropathy (i.e. microalbuminuria) were excluded (n=72) in accordance with the phenotypic inclusion criteria in our previous genomewide scan. A total of 943 patients with PHT (772 of whom were non-diabetic) and 817 population controls were included. Of the patients with PHT 311 (260 of whom were non-diabetic) had been diagnosed at an early age defined as 50 years or younger, similar to the phenotype utilized in our genome wide scan for EOHT. A subset (n=261) of the population controls was normotensive as defined by the Joint National Committee 7 (i.e. BP less than 120/80 mmHg) thereby allowing us to compare the upper and lower tails of the BP distribution and theoretically maximizing the power of finding a genetic effect. A description of clinical characteristics is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Controls (n=817)</th>
<th>Hypertensive Patients Without Type 2 Diabetes (n=772)</th>
<th>Hypertensive Patients With or Without Type 2 Diabetes (n=643)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (yr)</strong></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD) <strong>P Value</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50.4 (12.8)</td>
<td>66.7 (12.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age at onset (yr)</strong></td>
<td>NA (NA)</td>
<td>52.0 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMI (kg/m²)</strong></td>
<td>26.1 (4.3)</td>
<td>27.7 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AHD (%)</strong></td>
<td>NA (NA)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex (% male)</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.002</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SBP mm Hg</strong></td>
<td>132 (19.2)</td>
<td>155 (19.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DBP mm Hg</strong></td>
<td>76 (16.3)</td>
<td>84 (13.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMI indicates body mass index; AHD, antihypertensive medication; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; NA, not analyzed.

*P values refer to the difference between patients and population controls.

Measurement of blood pressure and diagnosis of primary hypertension

BP was measured three times in the supine position by trained nurses after 10 minutes rest by a mercury sphygmomanometric method with the arm positioned at the level of the heart. The mean of the three readings was used to determine BP. PHT was diagnosed as BP exceeding 160/90 mmHg on three separate occasions, subsequently followed by administration of anti-hypertensive medications.

Biochemical analysis

Serum and urinary electrolytes, blood glucose and serum creatinine were measured by standard biochemical methods at the Department of Clinical Chemistry, Malmö University Hospital.

Microalbuminuria was measured by the MICRAL test.

Genotyping

The 9 base-pair difference between the D and I alleles in the α2B-AR was detected by UV light after DNA electrophoresis on a 3% agarose gel with ethidium bromide after PCR. All genotypes were read by two independent investigators who were unaware of the phenotypic status of the study subjects.

Statistics

Data were analyzed with NCSS statistical software (version 6.0.21, Statistical Solutions Limited, Cork, Ireland). Frequency differences were analyzed by
chi² test and differences in continuous variables by t-test and ANOVA or Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis test, depending on whether the variable was normally distributed. The genotypic effect of the I/D polymorphism on risk of PHT was analyzed by multiple logistic regression. All statistical tests were two-sided and P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Study IV-V

Study subjects

“Malmö family collection for the study of Macrovascular and Hemodynamic Genetics”

118 Caucasian families from Malmö, Sweden, were collected from September 2000 until March 2002. Probands were ascertained from the “Malmö Diet and Cancer Study” (MDC) and the “Malmö Preventive Project” (MPP). One-hundred-twenty-one sib-ships free from AHT were included in the quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis of ABP in the present study. Sib-ships with one or two parents with diagnosed and pharmacologically treated PHT were primarily included for enrichment of genetic predisposition and 91% of the included subjects had ≥1 first-degree relative with diagnosed PHT. The mean age of the 260 included subjects was 38.3 ± 8.6 years, BMI 25.2 ± 4.0 kg/m², heart rate 68.6 ± 10 beats per minute and 49% were male. Two-hundred-and-one, non-phenotyped, additional family members were genotyped in order to increase phase information, i.e. identity by descent (IBD), in the QTL analysis.

“Malmö Diet and Cancer”

The study population in the present study is derived from the “MDC” which is a cohort study on diet and cancer in Malmö, Sweden described in detail elsewhere. A random 50% (n=11456) of those who entered the study between November 1991 and February 1994 were invited to take part in a study of the epidemiology of carotid artery disease. Of the 5540 subjects who accepted to participate full phenotypic data, required for inclusion and successfully extracted DNA-samples, was obtained from 4830 subjects. BP was only studied in subjects free from AHT (n=4001) whereas the patients on AHT (n=829) were included when genotype frequencies were compared between “hypertensives” and “normotensives”. Two-thousand and seventy-one untreated subjects in “MDC” had been investigated ~11 years previously in the “MPP” allowing for the study of BP change over time. Clinical characteristics of all subjects free from AHT at “MPP” and “MDC” and those on AHT at “MDC” are shown in Table 2.

| Table 2 |
|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
|                  | MPP without AHT   | MDC without AHT   | MPP to MDC        | MDC with AHT      |
|                  | (N=237)           | (N=1401)          | (N=237)           | (N=829)           |
| Age years        | 47.2 ± 5.7        | 57.2 ± 6.0        | 50.3 ± 5.5        |
| Body mass index kg/m² | 24.2 ± 3.2     | 25.7 ± 3.7        | 27.3 ± 3.3        |
| Gender % male    | 54               | 41                | 48                |
| Systolic blood pressure mm Hg | 123 ± 13.2   | 140 ± 18.1        | 152 ± 19.2        |
| Diastolic blood pressure mm Hg | 84.9 ± 8.4 | 86.1 ± 9.1        | 92.1 ± 9.6        |
| Follow-up time years | 0.5              | 6.3               | 19.1              |
| Change in SBP mm Hg/year* | 1.56 (0.60-2.53) | 1.56 (0.60-2.53) | 1.29 (0.54-2.54) |
| Change in DBP mm Hg/year* | 0.37 (0.00-0.75) | 0.37 (0.00-0.75) | 0.36 (0.00-0.75) |
| Change in SBP%/year*  | 1.29 (0.54-2.54) | 1.29 (0.54-2.54) | 1.29 (0.54-2.54) |
| Change in DBP%/year*  | 0.36 (0.00-0.75) | 0.36 (0.00-0.75) | 0.36 (0.00-0.75) |

* Abbreviations are: MPP: Malmö Preventive Project: MDC: Malmö Diet and Cancer: AHT: antihypertensive treatment. All variables except frequency variables are shown as mean ± SD.
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Blood pressure measurements

BP was measured, in the supine position after a 5-minute rest, twice over the brachial artery using a sphygmomanometer. The mean of these two readings was used as a measurement of BP.

Biochemical analysis

Serum and urinary electrolytes and blood glucose were measured by standard biochemical methods at the Department of Clinical Chemistry, Malmö University Hospital. Insulin was measured by a non-specific radioimmunoassay at the Department of Clinical Chemistry, Malmö University Hospital.

Genotyping

Genotyping was performed using the Sequenom Mass ARRAY™ system (Sequenom Inc., San Diego, USA), according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Following an initial PCR reaction residual dNTPs and primers were inactivated using Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase (SAP) and the hME (Mass Extend) primer mix, GTP/ddACT terminator mix and Mass Extend Thermo Sequenase (32 U/µl) (Amersham International) were added. After subsequent thermocycling the hME reaction products were cleaned with resin and were robotically applied to analysis chips. Genotyping analysis was performed using Sequenom software on the MassArray Maldi-Tof mass spectrometer. Rs1743964, rs1743966 and rs1057293 were genotyped in study IV. In study V rs4149601, rs502450, rs2288774 and rs2075403 were genotyped.

Statistics

Data was analyzed with SPSS Statistical Software (version 11.5) (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Frequency differences were analyzed by chi-2 test or Fisher’s exact test where appropriate. Differences in continuous variables were tested by t-test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) or Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis test, depending on normality of the variable tested. Multiple linear regression and multiple logistic regression analysis were used to test if genotypic effects on BP and HT were independent of covariates. The independent effect of genotype on change in BP over time was analyzed by applying the general linear model. Spearman’s test for correlations was used to calculate correlations. Fisher’s R to Z transformation was used to test differences in correlations depending on genotype using a one-sided test. All other tests were two-sided and throughout P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Study VI

Study subjects

Forty-six subjects free from anti-hypertensive medication and without family history of PHT, diabetes or kidney disease were included. Recruitment was conducted via local newspaper advertisements. A total of 39 subjects (20 men and 19 women) completed the study whereas 7 individuals were excluded due to either feverous infections (n=2) or incompliance to ingest the capsules used in the study (n=5). All subjects had day-jobs and followed the ordinary day-night cycle. Based on the results in non-black normotensive subjects of the DASH trial, at least 25 study subjects would be required to detect a mean SBP reduction of 4 mmHg with 80% power at a significance level of 5% assuming a SD of 7 mmHg of the SBP lowering effect of a daily 100 mmol reduction in NaCl intake. (STATA, STATA corp, College Station, Texas).
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Office BP (OBP) was measured after 30 minutes of rest in the supine position three times in the right arm at heart level using an ISO-STABIL 5 device (Speidel & Keller, Jungingen, Germany) with a tricuff manchett (AJ Medical, Lidingö, Sweden) and the mean of the three office BP measurements was used as definition of office BP. ABP was measured using an ABPM 90207 device (Spacelabs Medical Inc, Redmond, WA, USA) applied on the left arm. Two different cuff sizes were used depending on the arm circumference (24-32 cm and 32-42 cm, respectively) of the study subjects. Daytime (one recording every 20 minutes) was defined as 06 a.m.-10 p.m. and nighttime (one recording every 60 minutes) as 10 p.m.-06 a.m. Study subjects were advised to maintain the left arm relaxed along the body during each measurement. During the 24-hours of ABP measurements, 24-hour urinary collections were also obtained. The following day when subjects came back to return the ABP device and the 24-hour urine collection, a second OBP (OBP2) was obtained as described. OBP in all studies was determined by the same nurse especially educated in BP measurements. Study design is illustrated in Figure 21.

Biochemical analysis

Serum and urinary electrolytes, blood glucose and serum creatinine were measured by standard biochemical methods at the Department of Clinical Chemistry, Malmö University Hospital. Plasma renin concentration (P-renin) was measured with a RIA diagnostic kit (Abbot laboratories) and plasma Nt-ANP concentration (P- Nt-ANP) was measured by radioimmunoassay (RIA) using antiserum from Peninsula Laboratories.

Figure 21. Design of study VI. tUNa = total urinary sodium
Procedures and measurements of salt sensitivity

Subjects were investigated with ABP measurements as well as office BP measure at baseline and at the end of each low and high salt period. Subjects were instructed to not alter their lifestyle during the course of the study. The standardized meals and drinks contained 50 mmol NaCl/day and were provided by our metabolic ward. At baseline subjects were randomized to a high salt diet (150 mmol NaCl/day) or low salt diet (50 mmol NaCl/day) respectively for 4 weeks and subsequently switched to the other diet for another 4 weeks. Subjects were randomly given capsules containing 100 mmol NaCl or placebo depending on being on high- or low salt diet. A dietician composed the meals, which were then adjusted regarding energy content to accommodate for gender and weight differences (caloric content ranging between 2000-2600 kcal/day). Degree of SS was defined as the difference in 24-hour systolic ABP after high-salt and 24-hour systolic ABP after low-salt.

Statistics

Data was analyzed with SPSS statistical software (version 11.5, SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA). Frequency differences were analyzed by \( \chi^2 \)-test. Significance of differences in paired variables was tested by paired t-test or Wilcoxon’s paired rank test, where appropriate. Pearson or Spearman’s test for correlations was used to calculate correlations. All tests were two-sided and \( P < 0.05 \) was considered statistically significant.
**Results**

**Study I**

In the 10 cM initial genome wide scan, nominal P-values $\leq 0.016$ (LOD score ≥1) were found in regions on chr 1 at 81 cM, chr 2 at 115 cM, chr 3 at 108 cM, chr 14 at 45 cM and at 99 cM, chr 17 at 42 cM and chr 19 at 89 cM which where subsequently fine mapped with additional markers within the 1-LOD drop interval.

Final average marker density in fine mapped regions was 4.6 cM (range 3–5 cM) with average marker heterozygosity index of 0.78. Genome wide thresholds for significant and suggestive linkage was determined by 1000 simulations to be a $P$-value of $\leq 0.0002$ and $P \leq 0.003$ respectively (LOD = 2.7 and LOD = 1.7) at the 5% level based on 4.6 cM marker density. A region on chr 14 at 41 cM reached genome wide significance and a peak on chr 2 (Figure 22) reached suggestive evidence of linkage after fine mapping (LOD = 2.7 and 1.8 respectively corresponding to non-parametric linkage scores of 3.5 and 2.9).

**Study II**

A region on chr 3p14.1–q12.3 (bin 3.4) obtained genome-wide significant evidence of linkage to HT in both unweighted and weighted analysis and suggestive evidence of linkage to DBP in unweighted analysis. In combined analysis of HT and BP the same region showed genome-wide significant evidence of linkage in the unweighted analysis. A region on chr 2p12–q22.1 (bin 2.5) showed suggestive evidence of linkage to HT as well as to HT and BP and nominal evidence of linkage to DBP.

In an ordered rank analysis bin 3.4 and 3.5 showed significant and suggestive evidence of linkage respectively, confirming that these bins are likely to harbor a susceptibility gene for BP variation and/or HT. Bin 2.5 showed suggestive evidence of linkage (Figure 23)
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To refine the location of the locus on chr 3 a fused bin analysis on HT + DBP was performed in which bins 3.4 and 3.5 were divided creating one bin where the outer bin halves of bins 3.4 and 3.5 were merged and one new central bin with the original boundary marker of the two bins in the middle. In this analysis the central bin was the most significant (P=0.00013) indicating that the susceptibility gene on chr 3 is located somewhere in the medial parts of bins 3.4 and 3.5. The HT and DBP ranks correlated significantly (r=0.20, P=0.03) whereas those of HT and SBP did not (r=0.07, P=0.42).

Study III

DD-genotype carriers of the $\alpha_{2}\beta$-AR I/D polymorphism had significantly increased risk for EOHT independent of age, sex and BMI whether or not concomitantly afflicted with type 2 diabetes compared to II- or ID-genotype carriers (Figure 24). When comparing non-diabetic hypertensives of all ages and population controls, carriers of the DD genotype had a significantly increased OR for PHT (Figure 24).

Figure 23. Results of the ordered rank analysis for the combined weighted analysis of HT + DBP, showing observed results (solid line) and the distribution of simulated results for the highest (120), second highest (119), etc, summed rank in the GSMA simulation. Also shown for each bin is the simulated distribution with median, interquartiles and range of values.

Figure 24. Odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for EOHT (with and without diabetes) vs. NT and for primary hypertension (with and without diabetes) vs. population controls in carriers of the DD and ID genotypes in carriers of the DD and ID genotypes. The II genotype is defined as the reference (i.e., OR=1.0)
However, after adjustment for age, sex, and BMI, the association was of borderline significance (Figure 24). When type 2 diabetic subjects were included in the hypertensive group the effect of the DD genotype became non-significant (Figure 24). The I/D polymorphism did not seem to influence the levels of BP in subjects free from anti hypertensive medication; SBP (134±19.4 mm Hg versus 133±20.1 mm Hg, P=0.89) and DBP (75.1±8.9 mm Hg versus 76.3±9.8 mm Hg, P=0.25) (n=130 with DD genotype and n=295 with II genotype).

### Study IV

We found that carriers of the CC-genotype of the intron 6 polymorphism had higher DBP than carriers of the CT- and TT-genotype and carriers of at least one C-allele of the exon 8 polymorphism had higher SBP than carriers of the TT-genotype. Simultaneous carrier-ship of both these risk-polymorphisms (SGK-1 risk carriers) conferred elevation of both SBP and DBP compared to non-carriers (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGK-1 risk (N = 120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int 6 CC + exon 8 CC/CT (SGK-1 risk) vs. all other subjets (N = 3016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure mm Hg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis were made on subjects free from antihypertensive medication.

The effect of the SGK-1 risk was independent of age, sex and BMI for both SBP (P=0.02) and DBP (P=0.01). Additionally, carrier-ship of the SGK-1 risk increased the BP change over time from MPP to MDC, both for SBP and DBP, independent of the effects of covariates (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGK-1 risk (N = 65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int 6 CC + exon 8 CC/CT (SGK-1 risk) vs. all other subjects (N = 3070)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure mm Hg/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure mm Hg/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure %/year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are given as median (interquartile range/IQR). Analysis were made on subjects free from antihypertensive medication.

Furthermore, carrier-ship of the SGK-1 risk was associated with HT (OR=2.0; 95% CI=1.3-3.1) independent of age, sex and BMI. The proportion of patients with poorly controlled HT was significantly higher in carriers as compared to non-carriers of the SGK-1 risk (27.8% vs. 8.9%; P=0.02) and carriers of the SGK-1 risk had higher on-treatment DBP (median, IQR) compared to non-carriers (99.0, 89.5-102.5 vs. 90.0, 85.0-98.5; P=0.05) whereas on-treatment SBP did not differ (150, 137-170 vs. 150, 140-164; NS). The correlation between fasting insulin concentration and DBP, but not SBP, was stronger in carriers of the SGK-1 risk compared to non-carriers (R=0.32 vs. R=0.17; P=0.03) (Figure 25).
Study V

We found evidence of linkage between a region on chr 18q21-22 (82.25) and variation in daytime systolic ABP (LOD=1.95, P=0.0014), 24-hour systolic ABP (LOD=1.84, P=0.002), nighttime systolic ABP (LOD=0.77, P=0.03), daytime diastolic ABP (LOD=0.59, P=0.05), 24-hour diastolic ABP (LOD=0.59, P=0.05) (Figure 26). Two markers in the NEDD4L gene at exactly 82.25 cM (rs4149601 and rs2288774) pinpointed the position and contributed substantially to the peak indicating that much of the linkage peak in this region can be explained by variance in the NEDD4L gene. A simulation provided us with an exact P-value for this study (P for significance ≤ 0.007) indicating that the risk for type I errors is quite small at least for daytime systolic ABP and 24-hour systolic ABP.

QTDT analysis of the SNP-markers in the NEDD4L gene revealed a significant association for the rs4149601 and daytime, nighttime and 24-hour systolic ABP thus further adding to the evidence pinpointing the NEDD4L gene as the culprit responsible for the linkage results in this study.
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When testing four SNP’s in the NEDD4L gene for association with BP levels we found that carrier-ship of the GG-genotype of the rs4149601 polymorphism conferred significantly higher DBP, but not SBP, compared to carriers of the AA-genotype (P=0.02) and carriers of the CT-genotype of the rs2288774 polymorphism had significantly higher SBP, but not DBP, than carriers of the TT-genotype (P=0.006). These effects were independent of the effects of age, sex and BMI. Furthermore, carrying the GG-genotype of the rs4149601 polymorphism resulted in an increased rate of DBP change over time compared to the AA-genotype carriers (P=0.01). Simultaneous carrier-ship of the rs4149601 GG-genotype and the rs2288774 CC- or CT-genotype (NEDD4L risk-genotype combination) conferred increased SBP (P=0.02) and DBP (P=0.002) as well as increased progression of both SBP (P=0.004) and DBP (P=0.002) from MPP to MDC compared to non-carriers independent of covariates (Table 5).

Study VI

24-hour urinary sodium excretion after 150 mmol (high-salt) and 50 mmol (low-salt) salt intake per day indicated excellent compliance. Mean 24-hour urinary excretion of sodium was significantly higher at baseline than after the high- (P=0.03) and low-salt (P<0.0001) periods. All indices of blood pressure decreased significantly from high- to low-salt and the (mean, 95% confidence interval) reduction in 24-hour systolic ABP (salt sensitivity) was 5.8, 3.4-8.2 mmHg (P<0.0001) (Figure 27). High- vs. low salt diet was accompanied by significant changes in P-

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Mean BP (mmHg)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEDD4L</td>
<td>rs4149601</td>
<td>GG</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>140±18.6</td>
<td>139±17.8</td>
<td>139±18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP</td>
<td>86.4±8.8</td>
<td>86.1±9.2</td>
<td>85.3±8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEDD4L</td>
<td>rs2288774</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>140±18.3</td>
<td>139±17.9</td>
<td>140±18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP</td>
<td>86.1±9.0</td>
<td>86.4±9.1</td>
<td>85.8±8.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blood pressure change from MPP to MDC according to rs4149601 and NEDD4L risk-genotype combination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Mean BP (mmHg)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEDD4L</td>
<td>rs4149601</td>
<td>GG</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>140±18.3</td>
<td>139±17.9</td>
<td>140±18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP</td>
<td>86.1±9.0</td>
<td>86.4±9.1</td>
<td>85.8±8.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blood pressures are shown as means ± standard deviations or median (inter-quartile range). Analysis performed on individuals free from antihypertensive medication. SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure.
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Additionally, blood pressure was lowered by moving from unstandardized salt intake at baseline to the high-salt level by 2.6, 0.48-4.8 mmHg (P=0.02) for 24-hour systolic ABP and 1.4, 0.11-2.6 (P=0.03) for 24-hour diastolic ABP. This change in SBP and DBP also correlated significantly with change in 24-hour urinary sodium excretion (R=0.55, P<0.001 and R=0.48, P=0.002). Salt sensitivity correlated inversely with P-renin (r = -0.50, P = 0.001) (Figure 28) and directly with P-Nt-proANP (r = 0.33, P = 0.04) with both hormones measured at non-standardized conditions of salt-intake at baseline.

Baseline P-renin was significantly inversely correlated with change in most ABP phenotypes and P-Nt-proANP was significantly directly correlated with 24-hour systolic ABP and night-time systolic ABP. Salt sensitivity in subjects with baseline P-renin of <9mU/L (lowest quintile) was 13.5, 8.5-18.5 mmHg (P<0.0001) compared with 3.8, 1.3-6.2 mmHg (P=0.004) mmHg in other subjects and salt sensitivity differed significantly between these groups (P=0.001). Salt sensitivity in subjects with baseline P-Nt-proANP >400 pmol/L was 7.0, 4.3-9.6 mmHg (P<0.0001) compared with 0.57, (-4.4)-5.5 mmHg (P=0.79) in subjects with Nt-proANP <400 pmol/L (lowest quintile) and salt sensitivity between groups differed significantly (P=0.03). P-renin and P-Nt-proANP did not predict salt-induced change in OBP1 and OBP2. Baseline 24-hour systolic ABP was directly correlated to salt sensitivity (r=0.32, P<0.05).
Discussion

Study I and II

We performed a genome wide linkage scan, followed by fine-mapping of regions with LOD scores ≥ 1.0, with the aim to identify susceptibility loci for early onset PHT. This study was then incorporated into a meta-analysis together with 8 other scans for HT (n=3) and BP variation (n=5) using the GSMA method. In order to enrich the genetic component of disease we only included patients with an age at onset of PHT ≤ 50 years in our genome wide scan thereby also minimizing the risk of inclusion of phenocopies. The detection of true linkage relies heavily on the reliability of the phenotype thus providing an advantage to studying the dichotomized phenotype of diagnosed HT since the diagnosis is based on repeated BP measurements at different occasions as opposed to BP as a continuous trait with single measurements, knowing that intra-individual BP variability is pronounced.246 However, having access to a reliable BP distribution provides greater power to the study. All patients in our scan were diagnosed with EOHT. In the meta-analysis 2 of the participating HT scans had an upper cut-off age at diagnosis of 50 years235,240 and 2 had a cut-off age at diagnosis of 60 years.234,236

In study I we found significant evidence of linkage to EOHT at 41 cm on chr 14. This region (37-46 cM) has not been previously significantly linked to any BP related phenotype. Additionally, this region did not prevail when investigated in the meta-analysis and could perhaps represent a false positive result. However, one of the separate scans for BP participating in the meta-analysis reported nominal evidence of linkage to this region for DBP, keeping in mind that diagnosis of PHT in our scan was based on DBP, implying some importance to this region.247 Direct inspection of the region of the 1-LOD drop interval of the peak on chr 14 (37-46 cM) does not reveal any obvious candidate gene for HT or BP thus requiring additional fine mapping to clarify the relevance of this finding. We also found suggestive evidence of linkage on chr 2 at 118 cM, a region that has been repeatedly found in genome scans for BP variation236,247,248 and HT235,249 thus highlighting this region as a plausible container of a susceptibility gene for BP regulation or development of HT. Further evidence of this hypothesis came from the GSMA showing suggestive evidence of linkage to bin 2.5, which covers the 2p12-q22.1 locus also found in the scan. This region on chr 2 harbors one interesting candidate gene for HT, the α2AR gene, a key component in the sympathetic nervous system. Using the GSMA method, we also found the strongest evidence of linkage to chr 3p14.1-q12.3 with bin 3.4. This region was not significantly linked to EOHT in our own scan. Ordered rank analysis showed that the same bin was significantly linked to the combination of PHT and BP at the genome wide level and that bins 2.5 and 3.5 showed suggestive evidence of linkage of PHT and DBP. All three bins reached the 99% significance threshold in the combined weighted analysis as well as in the weighted analysis of HT and BP. The range of linkage can extend more than 30 cM from the exact position of the susceptibility gene250 and bins (3.5 and 2.4), which were adjacent to the 2 most significant bins (3.4 and 2.5), also showed at least nominal significance further strengthening our finding. It has been shown that when significant P-values, generated from the GSMA, are present in both summed rank analysis and ordered rank analysis false positives are very rare261 and as the individual scans consists of unique sets of individuals that can be regarded as independent samples replicating each other, the possibility of our findings being those of chance is very low. Interestingly, the other individual scans showed no or only modest linkage to the loci on chr 3 and 2, suggesting that the
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Genetic effect mediating the linkage is too weak to be identified by any of the individual scans. The GSMA is designed to identify regions that show consistent linkage signals in multiple genome scans, most useful when applied to traits with many weakly linked loci such as is likely to be the case for BP, and does not recognize linked regions present only in a subset of scans. As earlier stated it is important to avoid study populations with deviating genetic structure. We therefore only included studies of Caucasians from genetically non-isolated populations. Comparing the different scans revealed that ranks of the HT scans correlated with the DBP linkage patterns in the BP scans but not with those of SBP, implying a greater overlap between HT and DBP genes than between PHT and SBP genes. A possible explanation for this could be that, in the PHT-scans, the diagnosis of PHT was based primarily on DBP. Considering the relatively low prevalence of isolated systolic HT before the age of 60 years, a majority of participants in the PHT scans had only elevated DBP or elevations in both SBP and DBP. However, part of the discrepant BP linkage findings could be attributed to age related arterial stiffening considering that DBP starts to decline after 60 years of age whereas SBP continues to rise thus perhaps describing a differential pathophysiological mechanisms for SBP and DBP. One study have previously utilized a meta-analytical approach for combination of results of HT and BP genome-wide scans however with the application of a different method. Although this study did not find any significant evidence of linkage, a modest peak was found on chr 2 overlapping the region identified in our GSMA (2p12-q22.1). The major limitation of pooling individual scans of HT and BP using the GSMA method is that markers and their distribution differ between studies thus introducing difficulties in interpretation of results. It is likely that the same genes that regulate BP are also involved in the pathogenesis of HT. An explanation for discrepant findings in studies of BP and HT could be due to that different genes could be differentially active depending on whether the individual belongs to the upper or lower BP distribution because of, for instance, differing capacities in counter-regulatory systems and vascular function. It should also be mentioned that the largest genome wide scan for HT performed thus far, the BRIGHT study was not included into the meta-analysis. This study showed nominal evidence of linkage to the chr 3 region corresponding to bin 3.4, adding further support to this region as a HT susceptibility locus.

Study III

Here we explored the role of a polymorphism in the α2B-AR gene for a potential involvement in the etiology of PHT and BP regulation. We found that the DD genotype of the α2B-AR gene was associated with both EOHT as well as with PHT at the population level. The α2B-AR gene is an interesting positional as well as functional candidate gene for PHT and BP as it belongs to a locus highlighted in both our own and several previous genome wide scans for PHT and BP variation as well as the results of our meta-analysis and is preferentially expressed presynaptically within the central portions of the sympathetic nervous system and works by enhancing sympathetic outflow upon stimulation and thereby increases BP. The I/D polymorphism has previously been associated with PHT, myocardial infarction and peripheral vasoconstriction, making it highly interesting for investigation in the context of EOHT. One study has failed in finding an association between the I/D polymorphism and PHT. However, this study was primarily designed for detecting linkage in sib-pairs. The observed frequency of the DD genotype was very low (n=3) and genetic dependence between
family members may have obscured the results of the association study.

**Design issues of study III**

The study was performed in two stages. In the first stage we compared contrasting groups corresponding to the upper (EOHT) and lower (NT) parts of the BP distribution in the population. The EOHT phenotype was derived from our previous genome wide scan that guided us to the α2B-AR gene locus. Due to the fact that genetic factors contribute more strongly to the PHT the earlier the age at onset, EOHT should have a greater load of genetic variants contributing to PHT compared to PHT with later age at onset. Furthermore, a control group of subjects with low normal BP should have fewer genetic variants contributing to PHT than a control group consisting of a population without diagnosed PHT.

To reduce the risk for genetic heterogeneity hypertensive type 2 diabetic patients with micro- or macroalbuminuria were excluded as HT in these patients could be secondary to nephropathy. Due to the potentially differential pathogenesis of PHT in of hypertensives with type 2 diabetes compared to those without type 2 diabetes, despite absence of clinically detectable incipient diabetic nephropathy, we performed analyses both with and without normo-albuminuric type 2 diabetics in the EOHT group. In the second stage we investigated the effect of the same polymorphism at the population level by comparing genotype frequencies in all patients with PHT in the Skara population and those in the population controls. A limitation of this study is that BP in the normotensive subjects in the population was only measured at a single occasion and therefore the obtained BP could be subjected to some inaccuracy. This could be one explanation why we failed to find association between the I/D polymorphism and BP in the non-hypertensive population.

**Relevance of study III for primary hypertension and blood pressure**

The effect of the DD-genotype of the α2B-AR gene on PHT diminished with increasing age at onset and inclusion of type 2 diabetics as would be anticipated as the load of BP elevating environmental factors accumulate with increasing age as well as the possibility that BP elevation in diabetics works via a partially different pathway. Given the observed small effect of the DD genotype on the development of PHT it is unlikely that the I/D polymorphism is of any predictive or prognostic relevance at the individual level by itself. However this is analogous to the notion that the genetic component of PHT is expected to be composed of many genes, of which the individual effect is likely to be small to moderate. The relevance of the α2B-AR in the hypertensive context, especially salt sensitive PHT, have been shown in mice fortified by studies showing that delivery of α2B-AR anti-sense oligonucleotides into areas of the brain in mice decreases BP and abolishes the tendency for salt dependent HT. Apart from its actions within the central nervous system the α2B-AR also seem to mediate peripheral vasoconstriction thus further establishing a role for this gene in the development of PHT and BP control. In vitro studies have shown that D-variant of the α2B-AR is less susceptible to agonist-induced desensitization indicating that this polymorphism is functional.

Considering the role of the α2B-AR in SS HT, it should be kept in mind that SS in humans is both associated with a positive family history of PHT and is a characteristic of many patients suffering form PHT.

**Study IV-V**

In study IV-V we explored the role of polymorphisms in SGK-1 gene and NEDD4L gene and their potential
involvement in the etiology of BP regulation and PHT. The SGK-1 and NEDD4L genes are both expressed in the kidney and are involved in the same signaling pathway downstream of aldosterone and insulin working as indirect stimulants (SGK-1) and direct inhibitors (NEDD4L) of ENaC thus affecting sodium reabsorption and volume homeostasis thus representing themselves as excellent functional candidate genes.

We found that a genotype combination in the SGK-1 gene, SGK-1 risk, was associated with SBP, DBP and change in SBP and DBP over time and HT as well as being associated with increased strength of the insulin-DBP correlation. In study V we found significant evidence of linkage to a locus on chr 18 harboring the NEDD4L gene and indeed we found that a genotype combination in the NEDD4L gene, NEDD4L risk, was associated with SBP, DBP and change in SBP and DBP over time.

One previous study has investigated the impact of genetic variants in the SGK-1 gene in German twins concluding that the SGK-1 risk mediates a stronger association with BP elevation than any of the two SGK-1 risk SNP’s alone thereby corroborating our findings. However, that study was performed in a relatively small set of DZ twins and their parents (n=232) and considering that false positive associations are common in genetic studies of complex traits, particularly if cases and controls are related, replication studies are warranted.

The NEDD4L gene resides at ~ 82 cM on chr 18 and is, in addition to being an excellent functional candidate, an interesting positional candidate gene for PHT and BP as several linkage studies, including our own findings of linkage at 82 cM in study V, have highlighted a region on chr 18 between 70-115 cM as potentially harboring a susceptibility gene for BP and HT. Two previous studies have investigated the role of genetic variation in

the NEDD4L gene with regards to BP phenotypes and HT. Both studies found positive association between the marker rs4149601 and the phenotype studied indicating that especially this variant is of importance for BP regulation.

**Design issues of study IV-V**

In both study IV and V we excluded patients on AHT, who theoretically should have the highest frequency of risk genotypes, in the analyses of cross sectional and longitudinal BP due to the fact that the small single gene effects on BP could be obscured by the effect of AHT. Exclusion of treated subjects could thus only lead to, if anything, type II errors. When defining HT according to the ESH/ECC the prevalence of HT in the “MDC” was 65%. This number corresponds well to those found in Europeans in the same age span (65-70%) in a population survey using a similar definition of HT. It is likely that HT prevalence is overestimated since the bulk of subjects were not clinically diagnosed with HT but merely exceeded the ESH/ECC criteria for HT.

**Relevance of study IV-V for the pathophysiology of primary hypertension**

As evident from Liddle’s syndrome it is clear that the ENaC is crucial in the regulation of renal sodium reabsorption and BP and that SGK-1 and NEDD4L are important regulators of ENaC. In vitro and animal studies have shown that knocking out SGK-1 function clearly alters renal sodium handling and evokes a tendency for salt wasting despite elevated aldosterone levels and decreased glomerular filtration rate. The Dahl salt sensitive rat, on the other hand, is unable to down regulate SGK-1 on a high salt diet. A recent study on the NEDD4L gene revealed a common G/A variant at the last nucleotide in exon 1 (rs4149601) which was part of the NEDD4L-risk studied in
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In the present report, The A-variant of this polymorphism generates a protein lacking exons 2-6 which code for an important C2 domain. Deletion of the C2 domain in non-human systems seem to enhance NEDD4L’s capability to down-regulate ENaC supporting the notion that genetic variants altering expression or activity of SGK-1 or NEDD4L could be of importance in the pathogenesis of human HT. A potential pathogenetic mechanism could be through interaction with insulin, which is consistently correlated with BP at the population level. We found that SGK-1 risk, but not NEDD4L, was associated with increased strength of the insulin-DBP correlation. Several studies have shown that SGK-1 expression is induced by aldosterone and activated by insulin via its classical signaling pathway. Increased expression or activity of the SGK-1 gene and of the NEDD4L gene could thus explain the link between hyperinsulinaemia and elevated BP. As a majority of hypertensive subjects are insulin resistant, it is possible that hyperinsulinaemia, as a consequence of selective insulin resistance in muscle, fat and liver, but not the kidney, results in increased insulin-induced sodium retention in the kidneys through prolongation of ENaC half-life by SGK-1 mediated phosphorylation of NEDD4L which decreases NEDD4L capacity to ubiquitinate and remove ENaC from the cell membrane. The finding that carriers of the SGK-1 risk have stronger correlation between insulin-DDBP could be due to the fact that the SGK-1 risk leads to either increased phosphorylating capacity, insulin sensitivity or longevity of the SGK-1 protein or that these polymorphisms positions SGK-1 in a more favorable intracellular position for phosphorylating NEDD4L. However, the statistical strength of this finding was quite weak, warranting replication of this result in another study. Even though none of the variants studied in NEDD4L seemed to affect the insulin-BP correlation it cannot be entirely excluded that NEDD4L could harbor SNP’s of physiological importance for the insulin-BP relationship, as the effect of the SNP’s studied in the NEDD4L gene on BP was very small. Carriers of the SGK-1 risk also had elevated treated DBP and less well-controlled HT implying that conventional AHT perhaps is not adequate and that agents such as amiloride and even dietary salt restriction could be more successful in such patients. None of the SNP’s forming the SGK-1 risk or NEDD4L risk genotype combination alter amino acid sequence of the respective protein, thus the most likely explanation for their effect is altering protein expression or that they are in LD with other variants that alters expression, activity, localization or sensitivity to stimulation/inhibition. Supporting that these variants are in LD with other causative variants is the detection of significant evidence of linkage to systolic ABP at the locus harbouring the NEDD4L gene in the MMHG material as linkage studies have an inherent ability of reflecting co-inheritance between large genomic regions harbouring many genetic variants and BP levels within families which could explain why we were able to detect linkage to this region considering the modest effect of the NEDD4L-risk on BP in the MDC. Also, ABP, the BP phenotype used in the MMHG, is a more exact measurement of BP and substantially more heritable than office BP, thus yielding a greater power to detect genetic effects possibly further increased by the fact that in the MMHG > 90% of the probands had first-degree relatives with diagnosed PHT and therefore probably higher prevalence of PHT causing variants than the MDC.

Limitations and strengths of study IV-V

In study IV and V the study participation rate was quite low (48.4%) implying non-optimal representation of the Malmö population. The individuals that participated in the investigation were
healthier, came from higher social standards and were less exposed to hazardous environmental factors than the average citizen. The lower load of environmental factors could however, decrease the frequency of phenocopies thereby providing greater power to detect an effect of genetic variants. Further, these studies were not primarily designed to investigate the effect of genetic variation on HT and HT-treatment control, making those results uncertain and warranting replication in studies specifically designed for this matter. Also, some of the groups in the sub-analysis were quite small thus limiting the power to detect true association. It should be kept in mind that subjects carrying the A-allele of the rs4149601 polymorphism lack the C2 domain in a facultative fashion making it difficult to predict at what extent the C2 domain is expressed in individual subjects carrying the A-allele.

Implications of the findings of study III-V

Study III highlights the benefits of studying contrasting phenotypes such as EOHT and NT, which represent the tails of the population BP distribution, in the detection of small single gene effects. Study IV and V have indicated the potential clinical importance of the molecular interaction between insulin, SGK-1, NEDD4L and ENaC encouraging further investigation if carriers of these “risk-genotypes” could benefit more from therapies specifically targeted to the “insulin, SGK-1, NEDD4L, ENaC system” such as treatment with amiloride, dietary salt restriction, drugs and insulin sensitivity improving regimens that lower insulin concentration and, in the future, selective SGK-1 antagonists and NEDD4L agonists. Given the findings of study III-V and the biological evidence found in the literature it could be speculated that the DD-genotype of the α2B-AR gene, the SGK-1 risk and the NEDD4L risk-genotype combination could have more pronounced effects on sub-phenotypes of BP dependent on renal sodium reabsorption, such as salt sensitivity. In concurrence with our findings, the effect of individual SNP’s in a highly multifactorial phenotype like BP of HT is expected to be small, thus inferring little clinical relevance at the individual level. However, once a number of single gene effects have been discovered, gene-gene and gene-environment interactions can be tested in population based samples. Hopefully this may result in a battery of interacting risk-genotypes, which significantly affect the risk of PHT also at the population level and thus can be applied in clinical practice.

Study VI

The since long known greater benefits of restricting salt intake in hypertensive subjects than in normotensives was substantiated by our finding that salt sensitivity was directly related to the level of baseline BP. The potential of dietary salt restriction to lower BP has been a matter of great conjecture, probably due to the poor ability of various studies to control salt intake and having clinically irrelevant short term designs where extreme differences in salt-intake have been observed. This study applied a double-blind, placebo-controlled design allowing us to draw the conclusion that the clinically significant 24-hour BP lowering effect attained is mainly attributable to reducing daily salt intake from 150 mmol to 50 mmol. Considering that urinary sodium excretion is a non-optimal measure for control of salt intake, providing all meals and thereby controlling salt intake confers a great strength to our study compared to most other previous studies. Both our study and the DASH-study clearly show that reducing daily salt intake from 150 mmol to 50 mmol produces a highly clinically relevant BP decrease. Interestingly, baseline urinary sodium excretion indicate that the subject’s habitual salt intake
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52 exceeded that of the high-salt diet and 24-hour SBP and DBP decreased significantly from baseline to high-salt. It could be speculated that the drop in BP from baseline to BP at high-salt was induced by decreased stress as subjects was familiarized with the study surroundings. However, HR did not correlate with 24-hour BP when going from baseline to high-salt strongly arguing against such a claim, thus supporting that the drop in BP observed was mainly attributable to the reduction in sodium intake. A possible limitation of this study could be that even though 4 weeks can be regarded at long-term we cannot extrapolate our findings to BP levels after life-long salt restriction. In addition to reducing salt intake for achieving BP reduction lowering body weight with 5.1 kg have been shown to decrease SBP with 4.4 mmHg. However, the BP decrease due to caloric restriction seen in normotensive individuals is dependent on concomitant salt restriction indicating that reducing salt intake from 150 mmol to 50 mmol per day is a more effective regimen for BP reduction than sole caloric restriction. Lowering BP through increased sodium excretion with thiazide diuretics, working via a mechanism similar to dietary salt reduction, effectively decreases cardiovascular risk making it reasonable to hypothesize that dietary salt restriction is equally effective at lowering cardiovascular risk. Considering the attention given body weight lowering interventions despite the lack of evidence on cardiovascular benefits it is rational that greater efforts in cardiovascular primary prevention aimed at reducing dietary salt intake receives recognition. Salt restriction is quite difficult to translate into clinical practice as well as into primary preventive programs considering that 89% of all salt is inherent or added to the food already before the individual person starts to prepare it. Also, the fact that 77% of all dietary salt is added during industrial food processing indicates that the industrial food producing companies could have a great impact on cardiovascular disease in the population if managing to lower salt content in foods during processing. High salt intake suppresses and low salt intake increases RAAS activity as the RAAS attempts to restore blood pressure and total body sodium to normal levels. Analogously, we found that P-renin increased on low-salt compared with salt intake at baseline and high-salt. Importantly, serum potassium concentration was not affected by the increased RAAS activity, suggesting that the observed increase in activity has only very minute global side effects. Furthermore, treatment with thiazide diuretics, which has beneficial cardiovascular effects, confers similar increases in RAAS activity speaking against the increased RAAS activity being harmful. Being able to predict the most salt sensitive individuals would allow for a more narrow and intense focus on subjects benefiting mostly from dietary salt restriction. Melander et al. previously showed that plasma renin activity and P-Nt-proANP can predict response to short term, severe salt restriction. In the present study we showed that P-renin and P-Nt-proANP at baseline, with subjects on their habitual salt intake as they would be in the clinical setting, correlates significantly, respectively inverse and direct, with degree of salt sensitivity (Figure 29). This finding implies that P-renin and P-Nt-proANP could potentially be used as biomarkers to identify individuals with the greatest benefit from dietary salt restriction intervention. SS was most pronounced in subjects belonging to the lowest quintile of P-renin displaying dramatic BP decreases on salt restriction. A smaller corresponding effect was also seen with P-Nt-proANP.
Summary and conclusions of studies I-VI

1. Via a genome wide linkage approach and subsequent fine mapping in Scandinavian families we found significant evidence of linkage between a region on chr 14 at 41 cM and EOHT. Furthermore, suggestive evidence of linkage was found between a region on chr 2 at 118 cM and EOHT, thus implying that these regions harbor susceptibility genes for EOHT.

2. By incorporating the results of our own genome wide scan for EOHT into a meta-analysis, employing the GSMA method, together with 3 other PHT-scans and 5 BP-scans, two regions on chr 3p14.1-q12.3 and on chr 2p12-q22.1 showed consistent inter-study linkage thereby indicating that these regions harbor genes of importance for the development of PHT.

3. By comparing genotype frequencies of the I/D polymorphism in the α2B-AR gene, which resides at a locus corresponding to the ones found in study I and II on chr 2, between patients with EOHT and normotensive subjects with low blood pressure we found that the DD genotype was associated with EOHT. Furthermore, we found that the DD genotype is significantly more prevalent in the non-diabetic hypertensive population regardless of age at onset indicating a role in the pathophysiology of PHT.

4. We found that a combination of two SNP’s in the SGK-1 gene was associated with increased SBP, DBP and change in SBP and DBP over time. Additionally, the combination was associated with strength of the insulin-DBP correlation. Given the results of this study it is rational to believe that this gene is important in BP regulation and in the interplay between circulating insulin and BP.

5. In study IV we found significant evidence of linkage between a locus at ~ 82 cM on chr 18 and systolic ABP phenotypes. We also found that a genotype combination in the NEDD4L gene, residing within the locus on chr 18, was associated with SBP, DBP and change of SBP and DBP over time. These findings indicate that the NEDD4L gene is of importance in the regulation of BP.

6. By providing participants with all meals during 8 weeks we were able to control dietary salt intake and
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monitor the BP reduction achieved by lowering salt intake from 150 mmol to 50 mmol per day. Significant decreases were observed in all BP indices when going from high-salt to low-salt indicating that salt restriction confers clinically significant BP reduction. Also, we were able to show that P-renin and P-Nt-ANP predict those responding with most vigilance to the salt restriction.

Future implications

The clinical implications for genetics of complex disorders are still in its cradle. However, the technical and methodological development is moving forward at an incredible velocity making studies of whole genome association feasible in the near future. These studies will enable the detection of genetic variants in genes with currently unknown function. Furthermore, the field of epigenetics is an interesting one beginning to attract attention among cardiovascular researchers and could explain phenotypic variation not found in pure genetic studies. As genetic statisticians develop tools for analyzing massive amounts of genotypic data in conjunction with environmental factors, thereby allowing for the identification of risk genotypes as well as gene-gene and gene-environment interactions, risk batteries of genetic variation and environmental factors can be developed for determination of cardiovascular risk and subsequent choice of therapeutic strategy. Hopefully, further research will reveal additional biomarkers of salt sensitivity enabling detection of subjects benefiting most from dietary advice and salt restriction.
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Målsättningen med denna avhandling var att identifiera och lokalisera genetiska varianter som bidrar till förhöjt blodtryck och hypertoni och att utvärdera den blodtrycksändande effekten av att skära ner på det dagliga saltintaget. En ytterligare målsättning var att utvärdera ifall den blodtrycksändande effekten av saltrestriktion kunde förutspå av nivåer av biologiska markörer i blodet.

I delarbete I & II försökte vi identifiera kromosomavsnitt som innehåller gener som kan vara viktiga för utvecklandet av primär hypertoni genom sk. kopplingsanalys i vilken man observerar samnedärvning av gensegment mellan familjemedlemmar som har hypertoni. Delarbete I resulterade i att två segment identifierades på kromosom 2 och 14 med förhoppning om att gener som är viktiga för utvecklingen av primär hypertoni kan finnas inom dessa regioner. I delarbete II slogs flera studier samman för att kunna analyseras som en enda stor studie och därmed ge större möjlighet att identifiera intressanta regioner. Denna studie indikerade att en region på kromosom 3 och regionen på kromosom 2 som återfanns i delarbete I med stor sannolikhet innehåller någon eller några gener av betydelse för blodtrycksreglering och hypertoni.

I delarbete III följdes fynden på kromosom 2 från studie I & II upp genom att studera en genetisk (insertion/deletion) variant i den adrenerga receptorn α2B som ligger i det aktuella området på kromosom. Denna gen har visat sig vara viktig för blodtrycksreglering hos både människor och djur. Vi fann att de personer som bar deletion-varianten på båda sina kromosom 2 har påtagligt ökad risk för att utveckla primär hypertoni vilket talar för att denna genvariant kan vara av betydelse för om man ska utveckla primär hypertoni eller ej.

En mycket viktig komponent i regleringen av blodtrycket är den så kallade epiteliala natrium kanalen (EnaC). Denna kanal är viktig för njurens förmåga att återuppta salt och vatten från urinen och därigenom viktig för blodtrycket. Det är därför möjligt att om man har genetiska varianter i beständsdelarna som påverkar EnaC så kan man ha en ökad risk för förhöjt blodtryck. I
delarbete IV och V undersökte vi ifall genetiska varianter i två gener som är regulatorer av ENaC (SGK-1 och NEDD4L) innebar risk för förhöjt blodtryck. Vi fann att personer som bär en kombination av två genetiska varianter in antingen SGK-1 genen eller NEDD4L genen har förhöjt blodtryck jämfört med personer som inte har någon av dessa varianter. Det har visats att insulin kan påverka EnaCs förmåga att återta salt och vatten för att höja blodtrycket och eftersom en stor del av de personer som har primär hypertoni har också bekymmer med blodsockerréglering och nivåer av insulin i blodet finns möjligheten att SGK-1 och NEDD4L kan underlätta insulinets blodtrycksförhöjande effekt. Blodtryck och nivåer av insulin i blodet uppnås ett parande av varandra där höga blodtryck ofta går med höga insulinlivnivåer i blodet. Varför det är på detta sätt är dock okänt. Vi fann att kombinationen av genetiska varianter i SGK-1 verkade förmedla delar av insulinets blodtrycksförhöjande effekt. Fynden i delarbete IV och V antyder att SGK-1 och NEDD4L är viktiga för regleringen av blodtrycket och att SGK-1 kan förmedla delar av insulinets blodtryckseffekter. Då det förfaller att det dagliga intaget av salt är av betydelse för blodtrycket undersökte vi i delarbete VI effekten av att sänka den dagliga dosen salt från 9 gram till 3 gram under 4 veckor. Alla deltagarna i studien fick all mat från den metabola avdelningen på universitetssjukhuset MAS vilket innebar att vi kunde kontrollera hur mycket salt deltagarna fick i sig. Den genom saltrestriktion förmedlade blodtrycksättning som deltagarna uppsattes av var av hög klinisk relevans. Det är känt att inte alla individer är känsliga för salt och det är därför angeläget att finna biologiska markörer som kan förutså vilka individer som kommer att vara mest betjänat av att dra ner på sitt dagliga saltintag. I vår studie fann vi att genom att mäta koncentrationen av renin i blodplasma kan man förutså vilka som kommer att sjunka mest i blodtryck om det dagliga saltintaget sänks. Dessa resultat tyder på att nivån av det dagliga saltintaget spelar en påtaglig roll för blodtrycket och att man kan identifiera vilka individer som är lämpade för en sådan terapi genom att mäta koncentrationen av renin i blodplasma.

Sammanfattningsvis indikerar fynden i delarbete I och II att regioner på kromosom 2, 3 och 14 innebärer lager som kan påverka risken för att insjukna i hypertoni. Vi visade i delarbete III-V att tre gener: den α2B-adrenerga receptorn, SGK-1 och NEDD4L innehåller varianter som påverkar blodtrycksregleringen eller ökar risken för hypertoni. Slutligen visade vi i delarbete VI att om man sänker sitt dagliga intag av salt med 6 gram så sjunker också blodtrycket påtagligt. Denna blodtrycksättning kunde förutsås av mätning av biologiska blodmarkörer.
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